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Abstract of Dissertation Presented to the
Medical University of South Carolina
In Partial Fulfillment of the Requirements for the
Degree of Doctor of Health Administration
IMMEDIATE EMERGENT ADMINISTRATIVE TRAINING PROGRAM
FOR FIRST-TIME PROMOTED RESPIRATORY THERAPY SUPERVISORS
WITH LITTLE OR NO PRIOR SUPERVISORY EXPERIENCE
By
Irving T Spivey, DHA, MJ, RRT, BSRT
Chairperson: Walter Jones, PhD,
Committee: Kit Simpson, DrPH,
Committee: James Knight, EdD, RRT.
First-time frontline clinical supervisors, such as Respiratory Therapy (RT) supervisors are
management officials that are often hired with little or no prior supervisory experience, and the
administrative duties required of an RT supervisor are not taught as part of a clinical RT college
program. This project is designed to provide an overview and an immediate on-demand emergent
administrative training program for the administrative responsibilities required of a first-time RT
supervisor with little or no prior supervisory experience, that are required to supervise respiratory
therapists that provide critical patient care, and ensure that these respiratory therapists do not
harm patients. It can take several years supervising a respiratory therapy department to learn and
become proficient with the required administrative responsibilities, in conjunction with the
completion of professional development courses to learn how to supervise an RT department in
the most effective manner. This dissertation project will help them deal with issues when
supervising an RT department for the first time, and transition into RT management as smoothly
as possible.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
1.1 BACKGROUND AND NEED
Future Needs of Respiratory Therapists: Based on a prediction from the Bureau of
Labor Statistics by 2029 the nation will need an additional 26,300 Respiratory Therapists
(AARC5, 2020), and the job to attract new people into the respiratory care profession will fall on
the educators to fill seats in their respiratory therapy programs (AARC5, 2020).
Breakdown of Respiratory Therapy Academic Programs: As of December 31, 2019,
the Respiratory Therapy (RT) profession had 420 academic programs, and of these RT programs,
345 (82% of total) were at the associate degree level, 70 (17% of total) were a bachelor’s degree
programs, and five (1% of total) were master’s degree programs (CoARC, 2019)(see Appendix
A). There is Doctorate in RT, however I found five Universities that offer a Ph.D in Health
Sciences or Health Professions with an emphasis in cardio-pulmonary care.
Breakdown of Respiratory Therapist’s Credentials: According to the National Board
of Respiratory Care for 2019 there were 256,605 Certified Respiratory Technicians and 169,240
Registered Respiratory Therapists (NBRC, 2020)(see Appendix B).
Breakdown of Respiratory Therapists Duties: Based on the Job Qualification
Statement from the Department of Veterans Affairs VA Handbook 5050, Part II, Appendix G11,
April 15, 2002 (VHA, 2002) , the breakdown of position titles for RT staff are (see Appendix C)
as follows for: Certified Respiratory Therapists GS-7 (II-G10-1), Registered Respiratory
Therapists GS-8 (II-G11-1), Supervisors of RT GS-9 (II-G11-1), Assistant Chief of RT GS-10
(II-G11-3), and the Chief of RT GS-11 (II-G11-4).
5

The Chief of RT is one of the most difficult and stressful management position(s) in a
healthcare organization (AARC4, 2020). The position requires functioning with awareness 24
hours a day, seven days a week at all times without fail, and this demand has become more
important as a result of the COVID19 crisis, which has demonstrated the increased need for
respiratory therapists to be supervised. First-time inexperienced RT department supervisors are
management officials, who are hired with a tremendous amount of responsibilities that are not
taught as part of a clinical RT college program, that are required to supervise respiratory
therapists in a healthcare organization to ensure that Respiratory Therapy care is provided in a
safe and effective manner. For these reasons, healthcare organizations should provide an
immediate emergent administrative training program primarily for first-time RT supervisors
when they initially accept a supervisor’s appointment, delivered through a set of digital
education modules, or in a PowerPoint presentation to address their lack of administrative
training that is not taught in clinical Respiratory Therapy educational programs.
1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT
The administrative responsibilities of first-time RT supervisors are not taught as part of a
clinical RT college program, and I am not aware of a detailed on-demand emergent
administrative training program primarily for a first-time RT supervisor with little or no prior
supervisory experience offered to first-time RT supervisors. Healthcare organizations do offer
professional development courses that are scheduled sporadically over time through their
educational department(s), but these may not be available on-demand when a first-time RT
supervisor is hired. These courses do not offer an immediate or comprehensive training program
for an RT supervisor’s administrative responsibilities to the extent outlined in this dissertation
project. It is ironic that RT staff who are required to provide direct critical patient care are
6

frequently supervised by first-time RT supervisors who have little or no administrative
management training, and there is no immediate effort to fill their administrative training gap.
When there is an RT supervisor vacancy, and the vacancy announcement is posted for
that position, it usually will state a specific number of years of supervisory experience is
“preferred.” The “preferred” clause gives a healthcare organization the legal option to hire an
outstanding Respiratory Therapist that has displayed some good management potential without
having prior supervisory experience. Just because a respiratory therapist has done a good job as a
respiratory therapist does not mean he or she will make a good RT supervisor, and this does
come with some potential liability to the healthcare organization considering the type of issues
that have to be dealt with. However, this does give an outstanding inhouse respiratory therapist
an opportunity for upward mobility and it is also encouraged in the bargaining unit agreement
with the Union, and it is a Human Resource (HR) recruitment option that promotes morale.
For example, RT supervisors are hired frequently without prior experience in the
Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) when there is an unexpected vacancy to promote upward
mobility or temporarily until they decide if they want to select from the outside. It is also done
particularly in high cost of living areas of the country, such as the San Francisco Bay area.
Hospitals in the San Francisco Bay area pay their staff respiratory therapists approximately as
much, or more than what the VA pays the Chief of RT in the San Francisco VA Medical Center,
and that makes it difficult for the VA to hire RT supervisors and staff. Taking all that into
consideration along with the fact the RT Chief is a very stressful position with a substantial high
turnover rate. There are times when management will have no other choice than to hire a
respiratory therapist without prior supervisory experience into an RT supervisory position,
particularly in the Federal Government, and there should be some type of immediate on-demand
7

emergent administrative training available.
The evolution of the Respiratory Therapy profession has been slower than other clinical
professions. In 1943 a primitive inhalation therapy program was established by training RT
technicians on-the-job to manage post-surgical patients by Edwin R. Levine, MD at the Michael
Reese Hospital in Chicago (AARC13, 2021).
Later in 1960 The American Registry of Inhalation Therapists (ARIT) was formed and
became The National Board for Respiratory Therapy in 1974, and in 1982 California was the
first state to require a state license to practice respiratory therapy and a license to practice
Respiratory Therapy is still not required in all 50 states like other clinical professions.
In 1986 the American Association for Respiratory Therapy (AART) became the American
Association for Respiratory Care (AARC) (AARC13, 2021), and then in 1990 The AARC started
developing the Clinical Practice Guidelines (CPGs) for the respiratory therapy profession
(AARC13, 2021), but no Administrative Practice Guidelines (APG) or an Administrative
Training Program was developed for RT supervisors as part of the RT Profession.
1.3 POPULATION
This project is primarily intended for first-time inexperienced respiratory therapy
supervisors, and it can be used for newly hired RT supervisors with one to four years of
experience that has never had the benefit of an administrative training program, and this program
can be used as part of the orientation process as a refresher when hiring an experience RT
supervisor. This dissertation project can also be used to teach RT students so they will have some
idea of the administrative duties that are expected of them as future RT supervisors.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 LITERATURE REVIEW
Based on the literature I have reviewed, I have created an immediate emergent training
program for the administrative duties required of an inexperienced first-time RT supervisor, that
are required to supervise respiratory therapists to ensure they do not harm patients. There is a
need for this type of on-demand administrative training program because RT supervisors have
the administrative responsibilities to enforce the policies and procedures, rules, regulations, and
laws, and administrative responsibilities of a first-time RT supervisor are not taught as part of a
clinical RT college program. In the absence of administrative training these obligations must be
learned on-the-job after an inexperienced RT supervisor has accepted a position. This doctoral
project offers a unique training program developed to facilitate the transition into RT
management as smoothly as possible for first-time RT supervisors. It provides them an
immediate on-demand emergent administrative training program with a PowerPoint presentation,
or in a set of Digital Educational Modules for the administrative duties that are needed to run a
Respiratory Therapy department in the most effective manner.
In hindsight, when I was an inexperienced first-time Respiratory Therapy supervisor, I
now see where I would have benefited from the teachings of Dr John Kotter (Kotter, 2011). That
is why I used his literature as part of this immediate emergent administrative training program
because a respiratory therapist supervisor should understand the principles of “change
management” that is intended to keep the change effort under control, as compared to “change
leadership” that pushes for a vision to bring on a large-scale transformational change in culture
9

(Kotter, 2011). An RT supervisor should be trained in the “Kotter’s 8 Step Change Model” to
make culture changes in an RT department in the best manner possible (Mulder, 2014).
A hospital is a collection of administrative and clinical services, and every department
and section supervisor, including an RT supervisor, should have a compliance program based on
the HHS Office of the Inspector General’s (OIG) seven essential elements of an effective
compliance program (HHS OIG, 1998). For this reason, I have use the OIG literature on
healthcare compliance as part of this dissertation project to develop an immediate on-demand
emergent administrative training program for inexperienced first-time RT supervisors. I have
also reviewed literature from the Pro Quest Healthcare Administrative Database titled, “The
transition from worker to supervisor: Five common mistakes” (Bielous, 1994). This work speaks
to the five common mistakes made by first-time supervisors.
I also contacted the American Association of Respiratory Care to research this issue on
October, 13, 2020. I found out that the AARC has addressed aspects of my dissertation topic as
of 2014, to provide a real-world education for respiratory therapists who wish to expand their
knowledge beyond the clinical realm” through the AARC Leadership Institute (AARC8, 2020).
From the AARC leadership Institute, I came across the “Six Thinking Hats” by Edward de Bono
offered by Cheryl A Hoerr, MBA, RRT, CPFT, FAARC. The “Six Thinking Hats” is a method
that symbolically encourages an individual to put a color to a thought process with a team to
break down complex situations for analysis (Lucidchart, 2020).
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
3.1 QUALITY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM EVALUATION SELF-CERTIFICATION
This dissertation project proposal has been submitted through the Medical University of
South Carolina (MUSC) Quality Improvement (QI) Program Evaluation Self-certification (see
Appendix D), and a determination has been made that this project is a Quality Improvement
Program Evaluation Project. Consequently, this project does not fit the federal definition of
research, and a certification letter has been provided that an Institutional Review Board review is
not required (see Appendix E).
3.2 GUIDED INTERVIEWS
I have used a qualitative method based on one-on-one guided interviews for this
dissertation project (QuestionPro, 2020). The reason I have selected guided interviews with RT
professionals is because I am under the impression with 26 years in the RT profession that this is
the first-time an on-demand emergent administrative training program has been developed to the
extent I have created, and I have consulted and interviewed several very experienced RT
professionals to validate the need and premise of this dissertation project. First, I made contact
with the RT supervisors for one-on-one guided interviews by sending them via email with an
outline of the immediate emergent administrative training program curriculum, along with asking
for permission to include them as one of my professional RT contacts to conduct a guided
interview with as an example (see Appendix F) to Brian Daniels.
The guided interviews were conducted with five individuals with 20 to 40 years of RT
supervisor’s experience and RT education with knowledge of important issues in the RT
11

profession. After they received my email I contacted them via the telephone and conducted a
guided interview with them, and after the completion of the guided interviews I subsequently
received a requested email response from the professional RT contacts I conducted the guide
interviews with as follows:
I. Brian Daniel, RRT: 34 years in the RT profession with 17 years’ experience as the
Director of Clinical Education, at the Skyline College Respiratory Therapy program, San
Bruno, CA. Brian Daniels indicated that he agreed with the premise of my dissertation
and that there is a lack of succession planning for respiratory therapy leadership and
education (see Appendix G).
II. Shawna Strickland, PhD, RRT: Associate Executive Director of Education for the
American Association for Respiratory Care (AARC), who informed me that, the AARC
has data on my project topic in the AARC Leadership Institute, to provide real-world
education for Respiratory Therapists who wish to expand their knowledge beyond the
clinical education taught in RT programs (AARC, 2020). Ms. Shawna Strickland felt
there is value to my dissertation project and informed me as quoted, “after your
dissertation is completed, we can definitely talk about how this content may benefit
AARC members and the AARC educational portfolio” (see Appendix H).
III. Eugene Benjamin, RRT: Chief of Respiratory Therapy for Montefiore New Rochelle
Hospital, with 40 years’ in the RT profession with 25 years’ of RT supervisor’s
experience and 20 years’ combine teaching experience between the Long Island
University and New York University RT programs. Eugene Benjamin has indicated that
he thinks the administrative program I have created is a good idea, and he has never seen
an administrative training like I have created for first-time RT supervisors, and this on12

demand emergent administrative training program has been long overdue in the RT
profession (see Appendix I).
IV. Rosemary Williams, MHA, RRT: Director of Respiratory Therapy at Kindred
Hospital, San Leandro, CA, with 35 years’ experience in the RT profession with 20
years’ experience as an RT manager and 10 years’ experience teaching in the Kaplan
College RT program. Rosemary Williams stated that this on-demand emergent
administrative training for first-time RT supervisors would be a good idea for new
recently hired RT supervisors with one to four years of RT supervisor’s experience that
has not had the benefit of an administrative training program like I have designed (see
Appendix J).
V. James Knight, PhD, RRT: Chief of Respiratory Therapy at the Woodhull Hospital
seven years, with 34 years’ experience in the RT profession, and 16 years’ experience as
the past Director of Clinical Education for the Long Island University bachelorette RT
program. Dr James Knight has indicated that my dissertation project is a good idea and
that it could play a valuable role in the orientation process when new RT supervisors are
hired (see Appendix K).
A great deal is known that has never been developed into an on-demand emergent
administrative training program primarily for first-time RT supervisors with little or no prior
supervisory experience. It is impossible to teach an inexperienced first-time RT supervisor
everything they may need to know with this administrative training program when they
initially accept an appointment.
However, there are certain areas that should be covered immediately when an
inexperienced first-time RT supervisor initially accepts a supervisor’s appointment to provide
13

them with some management advice and education, that is not taught as part of a clinical RT
college program. Consequently, I have consulted with and conducted guided interviews with
experienced RT professionals and developed this immediate on-demand emergent
administrative training program primarily for first-time RT supervisors consisting of 21
sections in chapter four to learn the administrative duties that are required of them as soon as
possible to facilitate a smooth transition into RT management.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
I have created an “Immediate On-demand Emergent Administrative Training Program for
first-time RT supervisors with Little or No Prior Supervisory Experience,” that consist of 19
sections in chapter IV from my:
 Doctor of Health Administration (DHA) program.
 Literature research.
 Study Design One-n-One Guided Interviews with peers in the RT profession.
 Master of Jurisprudence in the Health Law Compliance program.
 Department of Veterans Affairs Administrative Training program.
 My personal experiences as a first-time promoted RT supervisor with very little prior RT
supervisory experience.
 Bachelor of Science in Respiratory Therapy program.
4.1 MISTAKES NEW MANAGERS MAKE
Usually first-time RT supervisors are initially very nervous and very cautious to protect
their first RT supervisor position, and the first thing an inexperienced first-time RT supervisor
should be aware of is that nobody is going to tell you how to do your job, and nobody is going to
tell you what mistakes not to make. There is a great deal of literature written on the mistakes that
inexperienced first-time supervisors make, and a first-time supervisor should research this
literature when they initially accept an appointment to help them transition into RT management
as smoothly as possible. As an example, I am providing in this administrative training program
an article from the Pro Quest Healthcare Administrative Database titled, "The transition from
15

worker to supervisor: Five common mistakes, by Gary Bielous. The five common mistakes of
first-time supervisors are as follows (Bielous, 1994):
I. Too eager to please: First-time supervisors want to prove themselves to everybody in the
workplace, such as superiors, peers, subordinates and others through the organization, to
demonstrate the right person was selected for the job. From personal experience a new
first-time RT supervisor should address issues and problems slowly to give themselves a
chance to consider all the consequences involved in an RT issue (Bielous, 1994).
A new first-time RT supervisor needs to understand all RT supervisors that have
supervised people for a long time will take many disciplinary actions and make many
administrative decisions and when they look back on their career there will be a few
times they wished they done things differently, as go the old saying goes “hindsight is
2020 vision.” When a first-time RT supervisor takes over their first RT department they
are naturally nervous and the discretions they would take as an experience long time RT
supervisor will not be taken as a first-time promoted RT supervisor. A great deal of the
time a first-time RT supervisors are eager to take a disciplinary action and often do not
consider all the ramifications with everybody that might be involved and affected when it
actually might not be necessary. A first-time RT supervisor should try not to appear as if
he or she only makes their worth when they taking a disciplinary action.
First-time RT supervisors are frequently nervous and scare and are not going to take
any chance of losing a job that is an opportunity they have been waiting a long time for,
and they will be reluctant to use the certain discretions as a first-time supervisor that they
will use when they become more experienced because they may think they are making
the right decision. This will cause a new RT supervisors with important issues to
16

periodically make decisions without considering all the ramifications and other available
options to handle a problem until they have gained more experience. Until have gained
more experience they should consult with someone more knowledgeable and experienced
(e.g. another RT supervisor in the area, or a Nurse manager) to listen and learn about how
to handle the problem in the best way possible.
This is very important because a first-time supervisor is going to make decision that
involve upper and lower management, supervisors and staff from other departments,
human resources and the entire hospital administration. First-time RT supervisors should
use the “three Ls": Listen, Learn and Lead (Bielous, 1994):
A. Listen, to what people have to say about how they perceive things in the workplace.
It is a good practice to listen and ask "what" and "how" questions to solicit
information before making a decision. This will help a supervisor determine what is a
fact versus what is not true to make a decision on an issue.
B. Learning, about the inner workings of your department and organization is very
important and will take some time to find out who is competent, who you can trust,
who is influential, and who is not. Eventually, you will need to make short and long
term goals and obtain them through people that you supervise and through other
people you need to achieve your objectives. That is why it is advisable to wait some
time before making a major decision, and if the job will not allow you to wait while
you are a new first-time RT supervisor, then discuss the major issue with your
superiors before you make a major decision for your own professional protection.
C. Lead, by example and be proactive and reactive when it applies to the situation.
Being a positive role model is very important because employees will embrace and
17

practice your positive behavior. The best way to lead is in a positive manner, or your
employees will definitely do the opposite.
II. Promises not kept: First-time RT supervisors should not make promises they cannot
keep, because you can lose your credibility with your staff. If you promise something
(e.g. more money, or extra time off) and you fail to keep your promise, you should
carefully explain what happened to the employees that you made the promise with.
Additionally, it is important not to blame other people for your inability to keep promises
you to have made. It is best to admit your mistake, learn from it and not do it again
(Bielous, 1994).
III. Pointing fingers: When a first-time supervisor does not keep a promise, or makes an
unpopular decision, they should take accountability for their actions. They should not
shift the blame because they will lose the respect of their staff. You should secure your
upper-management support before making a decision, then you can take full
responsibility without fear if something goes wrong (Bielous, 1994).
IV. Doing employees’ work: First-time promoted RT supervisors initially find it difficult
not to do patient care. From personal experience new supervisors will miss the
adrenaline rush when they hear a cardiac code over the loudspeaker. They just want to
be helpful, and still think they are the best Respiratory Therapist in the department. New
RT supervisors need to understand they are not the functioning RT staff anymore, and
they need to achieve department goals through people to be successful. RT supervisors
have plenty of administrative duties to keep them busy, especially for a new RT
supervisor who has just taken over an RT department. However, it is important for an
RT supervisor to practice RT on some type of consistent basis to maintain their clinical
18

skills, and that can be done when covering for staff shortages and emergency coverage
(Bielous, 1994).
V. Favoritism: New RT supervisors should be aware of how easy it is to be perceived as
showing favoritism, because many first-time supervisors make that mistake. It is very
easy to get caught up into a favoritism problem, especially for those promoted from
within the RT department over the RT friends they used to work with. New supervisors
will set boundaries with people that they used to work with because, some people will try
to take advantage of their prior friendship. New RT supervisors should be aware that
showing favoritism can destroy their credibility with other RT staff, and depending on
how severe the favoritism is, it can cost them their job. Keep your relationship with the
staff that you supervise on a professional level only.
4.2 CREATIVE THINKING
Based on the, Six Thinking Hats, by Edward de Bono who wrote, "Creative thinking is
not a talent; it is a skill that can be learned. It empowers people by adding strength to their
natural abilities which improves teamwork, productivity, and where appropriate, profits" (quoted
in Lucidchart, 2020). Edward de Bono was a physician, author and consultant who taught
thinking as a subject in school to help people be successful in life (Lucidchart, 2020). The
American Association of Respiratory Care Leadership Institute has presented the Six Thinking
Hats in the Leadership and Team Building course offered by Cheryl A Hoerr, MBA, RRT,
CPFT, FAARC. The Six Thinking Hats technique can prepare a first-time RT supervisor to make
better decisions quickly, and that is a must-have talent in order to run an RT department.
Running an RT department is a team effort and the Six Thinking Hats technique helps a
team consider decisions from several different viewpoints. It helps Respiratory Therapy team
19

members to think differently about an issue to realize the overall complexity of a decision, and
recognize issues and opportunities they might have otherwise overlooked in the decision making
process. The Six Thinking Hat is a method that symbolically encourages an individual to put a
color to a thought process with a team to break down complex situations for analysis. This
maintains structure and allows for flexibility in the thought process with the six different ways of
thinking that are associated with the Six Thinking Hats colors as follows:
I. The White Hat is for Neutrality: The white hat gathers as much data as possible to
analyze the problem, and should remain unbiased and neutral to avoid prematurely
jumping to conclusions. When gathering data to analyze a problem use these type of
questions:
A. "What do we know about this issue?
B. What don't we know about this issue?
C. What can we learn from this situation?
D. What information do we need to solve this problem?
E. Are there potential existing solutions that we can use to solve this problem?"
(Lucidchart, 2020).
II. The Yellow Hat is for Positive Judgment: The yellow hat helps the person to think
positively with optimistic perspectives to help see all the benefits and value of all
decisions with the problem. Yellow hat thinking helps motivate focus on solving a
problem when in a difficult situation. Yellow hat questions to solve a problem can
include:
A. What is the best way to approach the problem?
B. What can we do to make this work?
20

C. What are the long-term benefits of this action? (Lucidchart, 2020).
III. The Black Hat is for Negative Judgment: Black hat is used to look for weaknesses,
barriers, risks, mismatches, and the dangers of proposed ideas. This is important because
it allows the preparation of contingency plans to counter them. Questions asked from the
black hat perspective can include:
A. How will this idea likely fail?
B. What is this idea's fatal flaw?
C. What are the potential risks and consequences?
D. Do we have the resources, skills, and ability to make this work? (Lucidchart, 2020)
IV. The Red Hat is for Feeling: Wearing the red hat, problems are analyzed using intuition,
feelings, gut reaction, and hunches. This hat is open-minded and non-judgmental and
take into consideration how other people will react emotionally to a decision, and
understand people may not fully understand the reasoning for a decision. The objectives
of a red hat thinker are:
A. Make intuitive insights known.
B. Seek out a team's hunches and feelings.
C. Reveal an idea's hidden strengths.
D. Use instinct to identify potential weaknesses.
E. Find internal conflicts. (Lucidchart, 2020)
V. The Green Hat is for Creative Thinking: The Green hat is where you can use creative
thinking to think out of the box, and consider other possibilities free from judgement and
criticism. This is where no idea is too ridiculous to be considered or immediately
disregarded. When wearing the green hat questions to ask include:
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A. Do alternative possibilities exist?
B. Can we do this another way?
C. How can we look at this problem from other perspectives?
D. How do we think outside the box? (Lucidchart, 2020)
VI. The Blue Hat is for The Big Picture: Wearing the blue hat requires management's
control of the problem solving for process. It is the supervisor's job to ensure that all hats
are working as a team, and make sure the team stays focused and work efficiently to
solve a problem. The blue hat seeks to:
A. Efficiently and effectively improve the thinking process.
B. Ask the right questions that help direct and focus thinking.
C. Maintain and manage agendas, rules, goals, and tasks.
D. Organize ideas and proposals, and draw up action plans (Lucidchart, 2020).
Nothing is more important than using creative thinking when work together as a
team. People are not always going to tell you what you need to know, or how to do
something. In order to be successful, a supervisor must learn how to analyze a situation and
make the best possible decision to address a problem.
VI. Deductive and Inductive reasoning: A first-time inexperienced RT supervisors should
understand the difference between deductive and inductive reasoning because those critical thinking skills
are going to be needed on a daily basis to run an RT department. They are also needed when an RT
supervisor as a clinical department supervisor is summoned to be part of a Root Cause Analysis (RCA)
committee to investigate a patient care issue, or any other type of investigation that might be necessary.

The difference between deductive and inductive reasoning is not generally taught in a
clinical academic RT program. Inductive reasoning generalizes a conclusion from specific
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observation(s) (Bradford, 2017), and there are times when that might work out well in common
routine issues. However, inductive reasoning can be a dangerous practice in Respiratory Therapy
depending on the circumstances because there are several clinical conditions that have the same
observed symptoms that are treated differently.
For instance, hypoxemia is defined an abnormally low level of oxygen in the blood, and
there are several clinical condition(s) that can cause hypoxemia. For example “Refractory
Hypoxemia” which is an uncommon but is an emergency situation with an abnormal low level of
oxygen in the blood, and may be treated differently from other clinical conditions that can cause
hypoxemia (Mehta, 2016). The application of oxygen for hypoxemia does come with some
risk(s) and benefits to treat hypoxemia depending on the patient’s clinical condition (Budinger,
& Mutlu, 2013).
Deductive reasoning is based on the observation(s) of fact(s) that are considered true to
come to a conclusion (Bradford, 2017). Deductive reasoning is not 100 percent fail-safe to come
to an immediate conclusion based on the observed fact(s) that the clinical team might perceived
as true, and still be wrong, and in that case the clinical team will continue to collaborate with
each other using inductive and deductive reasoning with the process of elimination to figure out
what is the answer to a problem. In that case I have seen a situation where everybody on the
clinical team was wrong after deep collaboration and one sole doctor comes along and makes a
suggestion based on a counterintuitive fact that everybody else on the clinical team had
inadvertently overlooked. The point I am trying to make is to keep in mind there may always be
an additional consideration to be made before you make a final decision on a matter, and always
make an extra effort to find out if there is something you may have overlooked with someone
you trust before settling on a final conclusion.
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As a first-time RT supervisor eventually you will have to teach other Respiratory
Therapists with less experience than what you have, on how to approach a problem. For
example, when interviewing a new RT graduate for a position they are hyped up anticipating to
answer clinical questions that they have memorized from their RT program to prove to the
interviewer they are ready to work and treat sick patients. However, from my past experience as
an RT interviewer the last thing a new RT graduate expects to be asked is, “Explain to me how
the respiratory system works for a normal healthy person?” Usually the interviewee will give you
that deer in the headlights look before they make an attempt to answer the question.
The reason I would ask that question is because if a respiratory therapist can’t articulate
how the respiratory system works for a normal healthy person, then how can one expect them to
be able to know how to treat the respiratory system when a patient is sick. I would never expect a
new RT graduate to get the question 100 percent correct, but if they made a respectable effort I
would still hire them. I have asked one RT student with a 4.0 GPA the same question and have
got a better response from student(s) with a lower grade point average.
The different ways the respiratory system can function from one clinical condition to
another is the first thing a respiratory therapist should consider before approaching a respiratory
therapy problem because baseline vital signs and arterial blood gas measurements (ABG) and
other clinical indications are different from one sick patients to another depending on the
patient’s clinical condition. Therefore, understanding the use and limitations of inductive and
deductive reasoning with the process of elimination are very important creative thinking
strategies used to come to a conclusion for a clinical or administrative problem.
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4.3 ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE
Organizational culture is not taught as part of a clinical RT college program, and firsttime RT supervisors probably will have to make culture changes within an RT department. An
immediate emergent administrative training program should provide a first-time RT supervisors
with an understanding of the principle of "change management," which is intended to keep the
change effort under control, compared to "change leadership," which pushes for a vision to bring
on a large-scale transformational change in culture (Kotter, 2011).
This section will provide expectations and encouragements directly from the Senior
management C-suite down to first-time RT supervisors. This way first-time RT supervisors will
understand and feel comfortable in their environment. This will help them not to overreact or
underreact to situations when they occur and permit them to get off to a good start. To make
cultures changes in the RT department in the best manner possible this section provide(s) the
guidelines of Dr. John Kotter 8 Step Change Model (Mulder , 2014), and from Kotter, J. P.
(1996). Leading change, with a new preface by the author (p. 34). Harvard Business Review
Press. Kindle Edition as summarized below:
 Step 1. Create a sense of urgency: According to Kotter this is the most important step,
and it is essential to make employees aware of potential threats and the need for change
with open, truthful and persuasive discussion, that should include discussing possible
solutions with the employees.
 Step 2. Create a guiding coalition: As a first-time RT supervisor more than likely there
may be a need to make changes in the RT department, and the first thing this supervisor
must do is discuss these issues with all the respiratory therapists in the RT department,
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convincing them of the need to make necessary changes, as well as soliciting and
considering their input on how to make those changes.
 Step 3. Create a vision for change: Once a respiratory therapist is promoted to an RT
supervisory position they must develop a short term, and long term vision for changes in
the RT department. The objective of the changes has to be clearly understood by the RT
staff, and a strong effort has to be made to solicit ideas and concerns from the RT staff, to
get their buy-in.
 Step 4. Communicate the vision: It is essential to discuss a vision for change with the
RT staff and consider their ideas and concerns to get buy-in for their support.
 Step 5. Remove obstacles: Meet with all the RT staff in a group and one-on-one to
determine who might be resistant to necessary changes, and encourage their acceptance
to work as part of a team to make needed changes and making a final decision with their
input.
 Step 6. Create short-term wins: Achieving short term goals is very important to
convince and motivate the team to achieve long-term objectives. Rewarding the team for
short-term goals, this will demonstrate that the changes are having a positive effect for
the company, department or section.
 Step 7. Consolidate improvements: According to Dr Kotter total change based on a
long-term objective is a slow, incremental process with several short-term gains.
 Step 8. Anchor the changes: Changes made within a respiratory therapy department
must be consistent with the culture of the entire organization from the senior management
in the C-suite to the lowest ranking paid employees in the organization.
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4.4 HOSPITAL COMPLIANCE
A first-time Respiratory Therapy supervisors with little or no prior supervisory
experience should meet with hospital’s compliance officer as soon as possible because they are a
frontline management official that are an extension of the Hospital’s compliance officer
authority. The RT supervisor is responsible to write the policies and procedures for the
respiratory therapy department that are a part of the overall hospital compliance program. From
the hospital’s compliance officer a first-time RT supervisor should learn a brief history of
hospital compliance so they will the evolution and importance of healthcare compliance to
convey to the RT staff they required to supervise.
Based on the article, “The History of the Organizational Sentencing Guidelines and the
Emergence of Effective Compliance and Ethics Programs” by Ketanji Brown Jackson and
Kathleen Cooper Grilli the guidelines to establish effective healthcare compliance programs
evolved from chapter eight of the 1991 U.S. Sentencing Commission Guidelines Manual
(Jackson, 2012), then from the HHS Office of the Inspector General (HHS, 2021) in 1998 the
OIG established the seven essential element of an effective compliance program in the “Federal
Register / Vol. 63, No. 35 / Monday, February 23, 1998 / Notices Pages 8989 through 8997
(HHS OIG, 1998). Later in 2010 with the enactment of the Patient Protection and Affordable
Care Act Patient Protection, Public Law 111–148, Title VI (Sub E) § 6401(8) (OLC, 2010) (See
Appendix L) healthcare compliance programs have become mandatory by all healthcare
organizations that accept Medicare and Medicaid funding. The seven essential elements of an
effect compliance program from OIG are as summarized below:
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I. The designation of a compliance officer and compliance committee: The compliance
program should be led by a well-qualified compliance officer, who is supported by a
compliance committee (HHS OIG, 1998, p.8993).
II. Development of compliance policies, and procedures, including the Code of
Conduct: Compliance policies and procedures should be written on a level that is easy to
read and understand to help employees remain in compliance while in the performance of
their duties. The Code of Conduct is a separate stand-alone document which all
employees must indicate in writing that they have received, read, and understood on an
annual basis. Standards of conduct must be distributed to all directors, officers, managers,
employees, contractors, and medical and clinical staff members (HHS OIG, 1998,
p.8989).
III. Developing open lines of communications: Open communications are a product of
organizational culture to encourage the reporting of potential fraud and abuse (HHS
OIG, 1998, p.8985).
IV. Appropriate training and education: Training and education staff adequately reduce
or eliminate risk liability for the violation of healthcare fraud and abuse laws (HHS OIG,
1998, p.8994).
V. Internal monitoring and auditing: Effective auditing and monitoring plans help
hospitals prevent the submission of incorrect claims to health care program payers. The
metrics used in monitoring and auditing are surveys, audits conducted by walk-throughs,
sampling claims, reviewing existing reports, verify expenditures, and consider contractual
obligations (HHS OIG, 1998, p.8996).
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VI. Response to detecting deficiencies: The goal is for hospitals to respond consistently to
all detected deficiencies, and develop effective corrective action plans to prevent
further losses to federal health care programs (HHS OIG, 1998, p.8997).
VII. Enforcement of disciplinary standards: Hospitals must create an organizational
culture that emphasizes ethical behavior and compliance (HHS OIG, 1998, p.8995).
VIII. Making a Risk Assessment: In the compliance industry making a risk assessment is
considered an eighth element to a compliance program, that allows officials who are
responsible to oversee and assign oversight for the roles of the risk management
process for corrective action. Every year the Chief Compliance Officers will review the
latest OIG Work Plan to provide independent and objective reporting to the Executive
management for the purpose of bringing about positive change in the integrity,
efficiency, and effectiveness of the hospital operations that includes the RT
department. The OIG Work Plan offers insights to conducts audits, evaluations,
investigations, and inspections of the hospital programs and operations to provide
oversight of activities performed or financed by the healthcare organization.
In order to have an effective compliance program reviewing the OIG Work Plan
for " risk guidance" is essential to compile and present findings. To make
recommendations to adjust or change policies and practices to guarantee conformity with
law and compliance guidance; promotes economy, efficiency, and effectiveness; and to
detects criminal activity, waste, abuse, or mismanagement in the RT department and
other departments throughout the healthcare organization.
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A. Risk Scoring Model: After gaining sufficient context into pertinent risk they will be
cataloged and prioritized. The best practices favor scoring focus on:
1.

Severity: Impact a risk has or will have on an organization (see Table 3, p.37).

2.

Likelihood: Probability that risk will occur (see Table 4, p.37).

B. Risk Scoring: Heat Map: Once the Severity and the Likelihood has been scored,
the value of Severity and the Likelihood is then multiplied by each other and applied
to a risk scoring heat map (see Table 5, p.37). Then the risks are cataloged and
prioritized to be managed for corrective action and future prevention.
RISK SCORING SCALE: SEVERITY
Score

Impact

Description

1

Negligible Impact

2

Low Impact

Minor impact on achieving desired results. May not meet goals,
but will be well above average expectation.

3

Moderate Impact

One or more major objectives will not be met. Possible exceed
average expectation.

4

Significant Impact

Significant impact on achieving results. Multiple objectives will
not be met. Possible operational and financial adverse impact.

5

Catastrophic
Impact

Little or no impact on achieving outcome objectives

Critical outcomes will not be met. Noncompliance with law.
Reputational/Legal harm may result.
RISK SCORING SCALE: LIKELIHOOD

Score

Probability

Description

1

Exceptionally Unlikely

2

Very Unlikely

5-35%

3

Equally as likely or unlikely

35-65%

4

Very Likely

65-95%

5

Certainty

> 95%
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<5%

LIKELIHOOD

5
4
3
2
1
0

5
4
3
2
1
1

10
8
6
4
2
2

15
12
9
6
3
3

20
16
12
8
4
4

25
20
15
10
5
5

SEVERITY
First-time RT supervisors should meet with the Hospital Compliance Officer as soon as
possible after they accept the position to acquire an understanding of the terminology associated
with compliance: fraud, waste and abuse, effective communications, the whistleblower
protection statute known as "Qui Tam," and to gain knowledge and understanding of the
penalties of the primary healthcare compliance laws. These laws include but not limited to, The
False Claims Act, The Anti-Kickback Statue, Civil Monetary Penalty Law, The Exclusion
Provision, The Stark Law (aka) the Physician Referral Law, The Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) and the Occupational and Safety Health Act (OSHA).
This information should be in the front part of the respiratory therapy department’s policies and
procedures manual for all the RT staff to have access to and read as stated:
I. Fraud in healthcare is defined as (OIG, 2018) as follows:
A. Submitting claims for services not provided or used.
B. Falsifying claims or medical records.
C. Misrepresenting dates, frequency, duration or description of services rendered.
D. Billing for services at a higher level than provided or necessary.
E. Falsifying eligibility.
F. Failing to disclose coverage under other health insurance.
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II. Waste in healthcare is defined as (OIG, 2018) as follows:
A. Overutilization of services or other practices that, directly or indirectly, result in
unnecessary costs to the health care system, including the Medicare and Medicaid
programs.
B. Note: It is not generally considered to be caused by criminally negligent actions, but
by the misuse of resources.
III. Abuse in healthcare is defined as (OIG, 2018):
A. A pattern of waiving cost-shares or deductibles.
B. Failure to maintain adequate medical or financial records.
C. A pattern of claims for services not medically necessary.
D. Refusal to furnish or allow access to medical records.
E. Improper billing practice.
IV. Effective Communication with Physicians:
A. Respiratory Therapists have a duty to question RT orders that are contrary to their
clinical and professional judgment.
B. Questions, Concerns and Disagreements about a respiratory order should first be
addressed to the ordering physician with etiquette in a tactful manner. If necessary;
further concerns should be brought to an RT supervisor on duty, and then referred the
matter to the RT Medical Director and up the medical chain of command, and if the
matter is not resolved the Compliance Officer should be contacted for help.
A. Also, in Qui Tam actions, the government has the right to intervene and join the
action. If the government declines, the private plaintiff may proceed on his or her
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own. Some states have passed similar laws concerning fraud in state government
contracts (LII, 2020).
VI. The False Claims Act 31 U.S.C. §§ 3729-3733:
A. Also known as the ("'Lincoln Law") has become the primary tool in the government's
arsenal to Combat against fraud against the government. It is illegal to submit claims
for payment to Medicare or Medicaid that you know or should know are false or
fraudulent. The two liability provisions that are most often used in FCA litigation are:
1. The false claims provision: This creates liability for knowingly presenting, or
causing to be presented, a false or fraudulent claim for payment (31 U.S.C. §
3729(a)(l)(A)).
2. The false statement provision: This creates liability for knowingly making, using,
or causing to be made or used, a false record or statement material to a false or
fraudulent claim (31 U.S.C. § 3729(a)(l)(B)).
3. Penalties under the False Claim Act are: Federal penalties can total three times the
amount of the claim, plus fines of $5,500 to $11,000 per claim (OIG, 2020).
a) Qui Tam Provision under the False Claim Act 31 U.S.C. § 3729 to 3733:
This can be result in people who Qui Tam complaints receiving 30 percent of
the monies recovered by the government as a reward and he or she is
protected against retaliation.
b) Qui Tam, under the False Claims Act, allows persons and entities with
evidence of fraud against federal programs or contracts to sue the wrongdoer
on behalf of the United States Government.
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VII. The Anti-Kickback Statue: 42 U.S.C. § 1320a-7b:
A. ls a criminal statute that prohibits the exchange (or offer to exchange), of anything of
value, in an effort to induce (or reward) the referral of business from a federal health
care program business. This is important for RT Managers, because they come in
contact with many different vendors for Durable Medical Equipment, and other RT
services where the temptation of a kickback is possible.
1. Criminal penalties for the Anti-Kickback statue are:
a) Fines up to $25,000 per violation.
b) Up to a 5 year prison term per violation Civil / Administrative.
c) False Claims Act liability.
d) Civil monetary penalties and program exclusion.
e) Potential $50,000 Civil Monetary Penalty (CMP) per violation.
f) Civil assessment of up to three times amount of kickback (OIG, 2020).
VIII. Civil Monetary Penalties (CMP) Law 42 CFR § 1003.103:
A. Authorizes the imposition of CMPs against an entity that engages in activities
including, but not limited to knowingly presenting or causing to be presented, a claim
for services not provided as claimed or which is otherwise false or fraudulent in any.
The OIG may impose a penalty of not more than:
1. $2,000 for each wrongful act occurring before January 1, 1997.
2. $10,000 for each wrongful act occurring on or after January 1, 1997.
3. The OIG may impose a penalty of not more than $15,000 for each person with
respect to whom a determination was made that false or misleading information
was given under §1003.102(b)(4) (gpo, 2020).
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V. The Exclusion Provision 42 U.S. C. § 1320a- 7, § 1128, Social Security Act:
A. Gives the HHS-OIG the authority to exclude individuals from participating in federal
health care programs, such as Medicare and Medicaid, for various reasons, and
maintains a list of all currently excluded individuals and entities called the List of
Excluded Individuals and Entities (LEIE). Anyone who hires an individual or entity
on the LEIE may be subject to civil monetary penalties. There are two types of
Exclusions: Mandatory and Permissive Exclusions (OIG, 2021).
1. Mandatory exclusion reasons are :
a) Medicare or Medicaid fraud, as well as any other offenses related to the
delivery of items or services under Medicare, Medicaid, State Children's
Health Insurance Program (SCRIP), or other State health care programs.
b) Patient abuse or neglect.
c) Felony convictions for other healthcare-related fraud, theft, or other financial
misconduct.
d) Felony convictions relating to unlawful manufacture, distribution,
prescription, or dispensing of controlled substances.
1. Mandatory Exclusion Penalties are.
MANDATORY EXCLUSIONS PENALTIES
Social Security
Act

42 USC §

1128(a)(1)

1320a-7(a)(1)

Conviction of program-related crimes.
Minimum Period: 5 years.

1128(a)(2)

1320a-7(a)(2)

Conviction relating to patient abuse or neglect.
Minimum Period: 5 years.

Amendment
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1128(a)(3)

1320a-7(a)(3)

Felony conviction relating to health care fraud.
Minimum Period: 5 years.

1128(a)(4)

1320a-7(a)(4)

Felony conviction relating to controlled
substance. Minimum Period: 5 years.

1128(c)(3)(G)(i)

1320a-7(c)(3)(G)(i)

Conviction of two mandatory exclusion
offenses. Minimum Period: 10 years.

1128(c)(3)(G)(ii)

1320a-7(c)(3)(G)(ii)

Conviction on 3 or more occasions of
mandatory exclusion offenses. Permanent
Exclusion.

2. Permissive exclusion Reasons are:
a) Convictions related to health care fraud other than Medicare or a State health
program, fraud in a program (other than a health care program) funded by any
federal, state or local government agency.
b) Misdemeanor convictions relating to the unlawful manufacture, distribution,
prescription, or dispensing of controlled substances.
c) Suspension, revocation, or surrender of a license to provide health care for
reasons of unnecessary or substandard services.
d) Submission of false or fraudulent claims to a federal health care program.
e) Engaging in unlawful kickback arrangements.
f) Defaulting on a health education loan or scholarship obligations.
g) Controlling a sanctioned entity as an owner, officer, or managing employee.
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4.

Permissive Exclusion Penalties:
PERMISSIVE EXCLUSION PENALTIES ARE:

Social Security Act

42 USC §

Amendment

1128(b)(1)(A)

1320a-7(b)(1)(A)

Misdemeanor conviction relating to health care
fraud. Baseline Period: 3 years.

1128(b)(1)(B)

1320a-7(b)(1)(B)

Conviction relating to fraud in non- health care
programs. Baseline Period: 3 years.

1128(b)(2)

1320a-7(b)(2)

Conviction relating to obstruction of an
investigation. Baseline Period: 3 years.

1128(b)(3)

1320a-7(b)(3)

Misdemeanor conviction relating to controlled
substance. Baseline Period: 3 years.

1128(b)(4)

1320a-7(b)(4)

License revocation or suspension. Minimum
Period: No less than the period imposed by the
state licensing authority.

1128(b)(12)

1320a-7(b)(12)

Failure to grant immediate access. Minimum
Period: None

1128(b)(13)

1320a-7(b)(13)

Failure to take corrective action. Minimum Period:
None

1128(b)(14)

1320a-7(b)(14)

Default on health education loan or scholarship
obligations. Minimum Period: Until default has
been cured or obligations have been resolved to
Public Health Service's (PHS) satisfaction.

1128(b)(15)

1320a-7(b)(15)

Individuals controlling a sanctioned entity.
Minimum Period: Same period as entity.

1320a-7(b)(16)

Making false statement or mis-representations of
material fact. Minimum period: None. The
effective date for this new provision is the date of
enactment, March 23, 2010.

1128(b)(16)
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1320c-5

Failure to meet statutory obligations of
practitioners and providers to provide' medically
necessary services meeting professionally
recognized standards of health care (Peer Review
Organization (PRO) findings). Minimum Period: 1
year.

1128(b)(6)

1320a-7(b)(6)

Claims for excessive charges, unnecessary services
or services which fail to meet professionally
recognized standards of health care, or failure of an
HMO to furnish medically necessary services.
Minimum Period: 1 year.

1128(b)(7)

1320a-7(b)(7)

Fraud, kickbacks, and other prohibited activities.
Minimum Period: None.

1128(b)(8)

1320a-7(b)(8)

Entities controlled by a sanctioned individual.
Minimum Period: Same as length of individual’s
exclusion.
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1128(b)(8)(A)

1128(b)(9), (10),
and (11)

5.

1320a-7(b)(8)(A)

Entities controlled by a family or household
member of an excluded individual and where there
has been a transfer of ownership/ control.
Minimum Period: Same as length of individual’s
exclusion.

Failure to disclose required information, supply
1320a-7(b)(9), (10), requested information on subcontractors and
and (11)
suppliers; or supply payment information.
Minimum Period: None

Reinstatement of Excluded Entities and Individuals: This is not automatic at
the end of an exclusion period. To apply for reinstatement you must send a written
request to:
HHS, OIG,
Attn: Exclusions
P.O. Box 23871
Washington, DC 20026
Fax: (202) 691-2298
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The OIG will then provide Statement and Authorization forms that you must
complete, and have notarized and returned. Then the OIG's final decision on
reinstatement will be sent to you in approximately 120 days. Excluded providers
may begin the process of reinstatement 90 days before the end of an exclusion
period, and premature requests will not be considered. If reinstatement is denied,
the excluded party is eligible to reapply after one year.
VI. The Stark Law (aka) the Physician Referral Law 42 U.S.C. § 1395nn, § 1877:
A. The Physician Self-Referral Law of the Social Security Act which is commonly
referred to as the Stark law prohibits physicians from referring patients to receive
"Designated Health Services" payable by Medicare or Medicaid from entities with
which the physician ,or an immediate family member has a financial relationship,
unless an exception applies by law (OIG, 2020).
B. Examples of designated health services monitored under the Stark Law:
1. Clinical laboratory services.
2. Physical therapy, occupational therapy, and outpatient speech-language
pathology services.
3. Radiology and certain other imaging services.
4. Radiation therapy services and supplies.
5. Durable medical equipment and supplies.
6. Parenteral and enteral nutrients, equipment, and supplies.
7. Prosthetics, orthotics, and prosthetic devices and supplies.
8. Home health services.
9. Outpatient prescription drugs.
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10. Inpatient and outpatient hospital services.
C. Stark Law Penalties are:
1. Overpayment/refund obligation.
2. False Claims Act liability.
3. Civil monetary penalties and program exclusion for knowing violations.
4. Potential $15,000 CMP for each service.
5. Civil assessment of up to three times the amount claimed.
XI. Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act; Pub. L. 104- 191, 110 Stat.:
A. The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA), Public
Law 104-191, was enacted on August 21, 1996. Sections 261 through 264 of HIPAA
require the Secretary of HHS to publicize standards for the electronic exchange,
privacy and security of health information. Collectively these are known as the
Administrative Simplification provisions, that are based on the HIPAA Privacy Rule,
HIPAA Security Rule, HIPAA Breach Notification Rule, and the HIPAA Omnibus
Rule (CG, 2021), and there are both criminal and civil penalties for HIPAA
violations (OIG, 2020).
1. Scenarios that violate the HIPAA are (Yourdictionary, 2020) quoted as
follows:
a) Telling friends or relatives about patients in the hospital.
b) Discussing private health information in public areas of the hospital,

including the lobby of a hospital, an elevator or the cafeteria.
c) Discussing private health information over the phone in a public area.
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d) Not logging off your computer or a computer system that contains private

health information.
e) HIPAA regulations for "need to know" include: The security guard in a

healthcare institution needs to know the name and room number of patients
to guide visitors. This is allowed; but, any other information, such as
diagnosis or treatment, is not to be disclosed.
f)

HIPAA regulations for "need to know" include: A nurse needs access to
private health information for the patients in his/her unit but not for any
patients that are not in that unit.

g) HIPPA regulations for "minimum necessary" include: A health insurance

company will need information about the number of visits the customer had;
but isn't allowed to view the entire patient history.
h) Allowing members of the media to interview a patient in a substance abuse facility.
i)

Including private health information in an email sent over the Internet.

j)

Releasing information about minors without the consent of a parent or
guardian.

B. Criminal penalties for HIPAA (Indest, 2014):
1. In June 2005, the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) clarified who can be held
criminally liable under HIPAA. Covered entities and specified individuals, who "
knowingly" obtain or disclose individually identifiable health information in
violation of the Administrative Simplification Regulations face a fine of up to
$50,000, as well as imprisonment up to one year.
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2. Offenses committed under false pretenses allow penalties to be increased to a
$100,000 fine, with up to five years in prison. Finally, offenses committed with
the intent to sell, transfer, or use individually identifiable health information
for commercial advantage, personal gain or malicious harm permit fines of
$250,000, and imprisonment for up to 10 years.
C. Civil Penalties for HIPAA (Indest, 2014) as follows:
CIVIL

CIVIL

MINIMUM PENALTIES

MAXIMUM PENALTIES

Individual did not know that
he/she violated HIPAA and
by exercising reasonable
diligence, would not have
known.

$100 per violation, with an annual
maximum of $25,000 for repeat
violations. Note: This is the
maximum penalty that can be
imposed by the State Attorney
General regardless of the violation.

$50,000 per violation,
with an annual maximum
of $1.5 million.

HIPAA violation due to
reasonable cause and not due
to willful neglect.

$1,000 per violation, with an
annual maximum of $100,000 for
repeat violations.

$50,000 per violation,
with an annual maximum
of $1.5 million.

HIPAA violation due to
willful neglect but violation
is corrected within the
required time period.

$10,000 per violation, with an
annual maximum of $250,000 for
repeat violations.

$50,000 per violation,
with an annual maximum
of $1.5 million.

HIPAA violation due to
willful neglect and is not
corrected.

$50,000 per violation, with an
annual maximum of $1.5 million.

$50,000 per violation,
with an annual maximum
of $1.5 million.

HIPAA VIOLATIONS

XII. Occupational Safety and Health Act 29 U.S.C. § 651 (1970):
A. Under this law the Safety Officer may exercise emergency authority to monitor and
assess hazardous and unsafe situations to immediately correct any unsafe problems
throughout the hospital. Maintaining a safe workplace environment is the
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responsibility of the Safety Officer with the coordination of all areas of the hospital at
all levels management on a continuous basis.
B. Civil penalties for OHSA (OSHA, 2020) :
TYPE OF OHSA
VIOLATIONS

OHSA MINIMUM
PENALTIES

Serious

$964 Per violation

$13,494 per violation

Other-Than-Serious

$0 per violation

$13,494 per violation

Willful or Repeated

$9,639 per
violation

$134,937 per violation

Posting Requirements

$0 per violation

$13,494 per violation

Failure to Abate

NIA

OHSA MAXIMUM
PENALTIES

$13,494 per day unabated beyond the
abatement date [generally limited to
30 days maximum]

4.5 THE JOINT COMMISSION PREPARATION
Inspection time by the Joint Commission (JC) creates a great deal of anxiety throughout
the entire hospital, and from the AARC leadership institute I researched, "Are You Joint
Commission Ready?" by Cheryl Hoerr, MBA, RRT, FAARC, of Phelps County Regional
Medical Center, Keith Roberts, MBA, RRT, CPFT, of Rush University Medical Center, and
Julie Jackson, BAS, RRT-ACCS, RCP, of UnityPoint Health-Des Moines, along with my
personal experiences I will share on how to prepare for the Joint Commission inspection. As a
first-time RT supervisor with little or no prior supervisory experience, relax and consider your
first JC inspection a learning opportunity and a chance to impress the upper management, and if
you get gigged in the JC inspection for something, you are allowed to make correction(s) and
you only need to correct the issue and let the JC know.
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Control your anxiety level in the RT department, do not get short tempered with your RT
staff, and be cool and calm. It is your first JC inspection and it is understood you may be a little
hyped up. Just relax, and systematically check everything you will need to check to prepare for
the JC inspection, and delegate some tasks to the RT staff to check certain areas before you
check those areas yourself (e.g. the oxygen tanks, ventilator orders from the past three months),
and make preparing for the JC inspection a joint team effort in the RT department.
Traditionally the JC will inspect the inside of the RT department and this can include but
is not limited to inspecting all of the RT department's administrative documentation and records
with the appropriate updates and medical staff approval signatures (Robert, 2018), such as the
RT department policy and procedure manuals, RT equipment training records, competency skill
check list, safety manuals and records, proof of credentials and licenses, and BLSC and ACLS
certifications. There should be Infection control training records that indicate procedures with
step-by-step processing instructions for gross cleaning, disinfectant cleaning and sterilization to
ensure the proper reprocessing of RT equipment (CDC, 2016) (Hoerr, 2018).
The inspectors have been known to walk into the ICU and check ventilator orders against
the ventilator start time and the date and time the Ventilator order was written because it is not
proper for the ventilator start time to be before the date of the ventilator order (Hoerr, 2018). The
ICU can become very busy and a doctor sometimes will verbally call out ventilator orders for the
patient with the intentions of writing the ventilator order(s) a little later, and if the doctor gets
sidetracked and does not write that order shortly, then the RT order becomes a verbal order that
the Respiratory Therapist needs to chart as a verbal order immediately, then follow-up with the
doctor for a written ventilator order as soon as possible with the correct start time.
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When I first took over the San Francisco VA Medical Center RT department I got the
hospital computer programmer to configure the system so an Respiratory Therapist could submit
an unsigned verbal doctor's order into the computer system, then when the next time the doctor
logs on to the computer he or she will be flagged to sign the RT order(s), and I had that
information configured so it would appear in the RT end-of shift report so the Respiratory
Therapists will know on a continuous basis which RT order(s) has not been signed, and they can
follow up with the doctor to get the RT order(s) signed. The JC will look into ventilator orders
and when they immediately show up the RT supervisor should task one of the Respiratory
Therapist to make a run through to check all the ventilator orders to avoid a JC gig.
The JC inspectors will conduct visual safety inspections of the RT department area, RT
equipment and storage, medical compressed gas tanks and storage. You can review the inhouse JC standards manual or contact the JC standards department, or use google to find out
the JC standards are for a certain issue, you can also contact other fellow experienced RT
supervisors in your area, or you can contact experience RT supervisors through the AARC
(Jackson, 2018).
The JC really looks forward to questioning RT staff and an RT supervisor should
prepare their RT staff for potential questioning (Robert, 2018). For example, the JC surveyor
might ask a staff member, "What does the acronym R.A.C.E. stand for?" (Rescue, Alarm,
Confine, Extinguish/Evacuate). The questioning could be generic to the RT department or more
specific to an RT issue, a new first-time RT supervisor should contact a more experienced RT
supervisor in their area, or through the AARC to get an idea of what kind of questioning the JC
might ask.
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Another type of Joint Commission inspection is called the "Patient Tracer
Methodology," that is when the JC inspectors do not come into the RT department for an
inspection, and the JC surveyors will go into the medical records of several RT patients, that
are still in the hospital during the inspection or have been discharged, and inspect the medical
records for the Respiratory Therapy care that those patients has received. When I was a firsttime promoted RT supervisor with no prior supervisory experience, I had 90 days to prepare for
my first JC inspection that I thought was going to be a traditional JC inspection.
In the first week of being the Chief of RT I started creating a boiler plate
comprehensive RT template to limit the use of free texting RT charting notes as much as
possible and to have all RT notes templated as much as possible. So, I would not have to worry
about a staff Respiratory Therapist's command of the English language, and their ability to type
when charting RT notes. The reason for the development of the comprehensive RT template
was to increase the amount of RT charting notes by making RT charting easier and produce a
higher quality of RT notes, based on our RT policies and procedures and RT equipment used in
the department.
I was not expecting the JC to come in and inspect with the patient tracer methodology,
and by the time the JC arrived to inspect my RT department I had two and a half months of
standardized easy to read templated RT notes, and the initiative to create the comprehensive RT
template at the beginning of my Chief of RT appointment paid off because, the JC found no
gigs with the patient tracer method while I was the interim Chief of RT (see Appendix M).
A first-time inexperienced RT supervisor should meet with the Hospital's Compliance Officer
(HCO) prior to their first JC inspection as a preparation resource because the HCO as a resource has
immediate direct contact with the Hospital Director (CEO) and the Executives in the C-suite, and a great
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deal of what the JC will inspect throughout the hospital is the Hospital's Compliance Officer job to make
sure everybody is in compliance with. According to the JC website the Joint Commission's mission is to
ensure healthcare organizations are "providing safe and effective care of the highest quality and value"
(AARC, 2018), and that is what the HCO job is. The JC surveyor's mission is to check for compliance
when they inspect, and if you are running out of time, or are being met with some resistance to make a
correction for the preparation for a JC inspection, then let the HCO know at the same time as you present
the issue to upper management to get the matter resolved.

4.6 RESPIRATORY THERAPY AND PERFORMANCE MEASURES
First-time RT supervisors should be aware that performance measures are monitored
throughout the year in a healthcare organization and every year there is a fiscal year annual
performance plan and report from the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS).
The performance measures are aligned with strategic goals and strategic objectives that also
involve Respiratory Therapy care (HHS, 2020). The five strategic goals overview for 2018
through 2022 are as quoted:
 “Goal 1: Reform, Strengthen, and Modernize the Nation's Health Care System.
 Goal 2: Protect the Health of Americans Where They Live, Learn, Work, and Play.
 Goal 3: Strengthen the Economic and Social Well-Being of Americans across the
Lifespan.
 Goal 4: Foster Sound, Sustained Advances in the Sciences.
 Goal 5: Promote Effective and Efficient Management and Stewardship.”
The HHS performance measures affect healthcare organizations that accept Medicaid and
Medicare funds and certain performance measures that are not complied with could cause a loss
of those funds from the HHS Center of Medicaid and Medicare Services (CMS). For instance,
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under the Affordable Care Act also known as Obama Care enacted on March 23, 2010 hospitals
are mandated to improve their service to patients or possibly lose Medicaid and Medicare funds
(Torrey, 2020). There are other performance metrics that Respiratory Therapy affects that
include but not limited to length of stay (LOS), budget issues, risk management, associated
infection control and communication about medications that are monitored by upper
management that a first-time RT supervisor should be aware of.
First-time RT supervisors should be aware of the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality
(AHRQ) that is a Federal Agency established to help improve safety and quality in the United States
healthcare system (AHRQ, 2020). The AARC has provided an article by Lisa Houle, Director of
cardiopulmonary services at Baptist Health La Grange that has provided an important take-a-way that the
“patient experience” is connected to the Hospital Consumer Assessment of Healthcare Providers and
Systems (HCAHPS) survey mandated by the federal government. The HCAHPS survey has no specific
questions related to Respiratory Therapy however, the survey has defined domains, or groups of
questions, that respiratory therapy impacts (AARC12, 2020), and that is the same situation for other
performance measures.

For example, in the domain that has questions involving medication and education of side
effects this is related to patients communications, and in the response in a survey the patient may
not differentiate nurses, doctors and other allied licensed clinical professionals from each other.
Another domain of questioning involves the environment with respect to cleanliness and
quietness and Respiratory Therapy has an impact in many parts of the patient experience in the
survey questioning (AARC12). When it comes to patient satisfaction whether respiratory therapy
is specific mentioned in a survey or not we need to understand that RT is involved (AARC12).
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The Department of Veterans Affairs does not receive CMS funding, and also has a fiscal
year Annual Performance Plan and Report that consists of more than 120 performance metrics
across the Department (VA, 2020, p.IV). The strategic goals are as quoted,
 “Strategic Goal 1: Veterans choose VA for easy access, greater choices, and clear
information to make informed decisions.
 Strategic Goal 2: Veterans receive highly reliable and integrated care, support and
excellent customer service that emphasizes their well-being and independence throughout
their life journey.
 Strategic Goal 3: Veterans trust VA to be consistently accountable and transparent.
 Strategic Goal 4: VA will transform business operations by modernizing systems and
focusing resources more efficiently to be competitive and to provide world-class
customer service to Veterans and its employees.”
When a first-time RT supervisor takes over an RT department he or she should research
the goals of the performance measures as soon as possible to have an idea of what upper
management is concerned about and manage the RT department accordingly.
4.7

RESPIRATORY THERAPY DISASTER PREPARATION
When you first take over a Respiratory Therapy department as a first-time inexperienced

RT supervisor, the last thing on your mind is going to be preparing for a disaster, but eventually
the topic will come up and you will have to coordinate with the Director of the Emergency
Management department. The AARC has offered tips on how to deal with a disaster from
Sharon Armstead, EMBA, RRT, clinical assistant professor at Texas State University that
involves (Armstead, 2019):
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I. Creating the employee phone callback: This can be by phone or text, and the Staff
needs to understand the importance of a disaster callback list, and they should be asked,
"how long will it take for you to come in?" and note when they were contacted and their
correct time of arrival.
II. Be prepared for other roles: In a disaster, when Staff comes in they may be under the
Hospital Incident Command System (HICS) authority, and you may be place in roles
other than a Respiratory Therapist if necessary (e.g. helping with transports).
III. Hospital Incident Command System (HICS): The RT staff should be trained on a consistent
basis on the HICS, and understand the difference between:

A. Internal disasters: This happens in the interior of the hospital (e.g. Building
structural collapse, Utility loss, Explosions, Fires, Floods, Chemical spills).
B. External disasters: Happens outside of the facility, and can have an impact to the
facility (e.g. Mass Casualty Incidents, Severe Weather, Motor Vehicle Accidents,
Civil Disturbance, Industrial Emergencies, Terrorist Attack, and Earthquakes). There
should be a multi Code Triage response system develop. For example, starting with
level 1 for staff alert ,and level 2 that impacts the staff and so forth.
C. Staying connected: Disasters may involve the community of your hospital, and from
personal experience as the Chief of RT in the San Francisco VA Medical Center for
10 years the occasional earthquake was a perfect example of why it is absolutely
necessary for preparation with community partners.
D. Lessons learned: Over the course of my RT career I have seen several emergency
crisis, and it was always a priority to learn from each one. Respiratory Therapists are
first responders and must always be prepared to be impacted by an emergency.
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Especially, if there is a need for oxygen and/or air supply, or you may need to activate
the oxygen shutdown plan (Armstead, 2019).
From my personal experience with electrical power failures and the
earthquake prone city of San Francisco, CA not only you will need to activate the
oxygen Shutdown system, you should also be able to seal off a hospital unit (e.g. the
ICU) and backfill it with oxygen if the central bulk oxygen supply system has been
compromised. The RT department and the Engineering service should have a
separate set of "male double end quick connect oxygen hoses" with oxygen "H" tanks
on standby to be connected. There is far more information a new RT supervisor needs
to know to be prepared for an emergency. For example, the separation and storage of
specific equipment designated for the advance preparation of an emergency/disaster,
and it is the RT supervisor’s responsibility to research emergency preparedness and
be prepared.
4.8

INFORMATION SYSTEMS FOR RESPIRATORY THERAPY
As a first-time new RT supervisor taking over a new respiratory therapy department you

should become familiar with the hospital's computer system software that is used in the RT
department, and he or she should be familiar with the Microsoft Office suite (e.g. Word and
Excel), and then make an appointment with the hospital’s computer programmer as soon as
possible even if you do not think you need it at the moment, because it is going to take some
time to get assigned a block of time with the hospital's computer programmer, and by then later
there is a pretty good chance you will need his or her services to configure any system reports
you may need, such as:
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I

Respiratory Therapy Charting Templates: The RT supervisor should use RT
templates to chart all RT notes as much as possible, to limit the use of free texting RT
charting notes, to make RT charting easier and produce a higher quality of RT notes, so
you won't have to worry about a Respiratory Therapist's command of the English
language, and their ability to type. The reason this is important is because you never
know when the Joint Commission will come to inspect the RT department with
traditional method or the patient tracer methodology or both inspection methods.
The Joint Commission on occasion does an RT patient tracer method to inspect
the RT department. Whereas they select several RT patients and inspect their medical
records from the time they were admitted to the time they are still in the hospital during
the inspection, or to the time of patient discharge, and you would like the RT notes to be
standardized and easy to read for the Joint Commission inspectors.

II. Automated Shift Reports: The RT supervisor can have the computer programmer
configure an automated respiratory therapy shift report. So, at the end of the shift for each
patient care area the outgoing Respiratory Therapist can run a change of shift report for a
specific clinical area with all the RT patients, and the RT doctor's orders only.
III. Automated RT Charge Sheets: The RT supervisor should investigate the computer system
to see if RT charges can be entered into the system when the respiratory therapist charts on
the doctor's RT order, so the Respiratory Therapist will not have to submit the RT charges at
the end of the day, to prevent any of the RT charges from being missed.
IV. RT Report Storage Retainment: The new RT supervisor should have the computer
system programmed to retain all shift reports for a certain amount of time in case there may
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be a need to query patient healthcare information for a patient care or administrative
investigation.
V. Administrative files: One of the first things that should be done when a new RT supervisor
takes over an RT department, and that is to create a digital (electronic) folder on all the staff,
and keep an electronic copy of all hardcopy documents as much as possible.
VI. Internal Interoperability: The RT supervisor should check with the computer programmer
to see if there are program changes that can be made to improve the RT system
interoperability. How intuitive or counterintuitive the software is can make a great deal of
difference in the functionality of interoperability for users. Improving internal
interoperability is one of the best strategies you can use for the benefit of patient care and
safety, and better workflow for physicians and other allied healthcare practitioners, that
would like an electronic health records system that works with their workflow and not
against it (Rose, 2018).
Securing an improvement in internal interoperability with the computer programmer
allows you to access data easier and as fast as possible to analyze and make the best patient
care decisions. This also involves being able to quickly query patient's healthcare information
for investigations and research. Improvements in internal interoperability could also involve
anything from something as simple as configuring software to reduce the number of times
you may have to click the mouse to access data, to something as complicated as integrating
components to configure an electronic information system network (Rose, 2018).
VII. The legislative history of healthcare interoperability: The push to initially promote
interoperability was started with the Office of the National Coordinator for Health
Information Technology that was established on April 24, 2004 by President George W
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Bush' s Executive Order number 13335. Then on February 17, 2009 President Obama
signed the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (ARRA) (Pub.L. 111-5) that
included 49 billion dollars in discretionary spending to support and promote the adoption
of electronic health records (EHRs) (Goldstein, 2010). As part of the ARRA, Title XIII
was enacted with the subtitle, Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical
Health Act (HITECH) on February 17, 2009 to support the idea and development of EHRs.
In 2011, Interoperability programs were established to promote the "meaningful use" in
healthcare organizations, that was rolled out in three stages as quoted by the CMS:
 Stage 1: Set the foundation for the Promoting Interoperability Programs by
establishing requirements for the electronic capture of clinical data, including
providing patients with electronic copies of health information.
 Stage 2: Expanded upon the Stage 1 criteria with a focus on advancing clinical
processes and ensuring that the meaningful use of EHRs supported the aims and
priorities of the National Quality Strategy. Stage two criteria encouraged the use of
Certified Electronic Health Record Technology (CEHRT) for continuous quality
improvement at the point of care and the exchange of information in the most
structured format possible.
 Stage 3: In October 2015, CMS released a final rule that established Stage three in
2017 and beyond, which focuses on using CEHRT to improve health outcomes. In
addition, this rule modified Stage two to ease reporting requirements and align with
other CMS programs" (CMS, 2019).
Meaningful use is a nationwide goal to improve the interoperability of electronic health records
for: (1) Improving quality, safety, efficiency, and reducing health disparities; (2) Engage
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patients and families in their health; (3) Improve care coordination; (4) Improve population and
public health; (5) Ensure adequate privacy and security protection for personal health
information (CDC, 2017).
4.9 RESPIRATORY THERAPY WITH TELEHEALTH
This is a very dynamic time to be part of the Respiratory Therapy profession, and the
COVID19 crisis has exposed how important Respiratory Therapists are and the AARC is
currently lobbying the Federal Government so Respiratory Therapists can provide Respiratory
Therapy services via Telehealth. The laws that are pending and being lobbied for by the AARC
are quoted as follows:
I. HR Bill 2508, also known as the BREATHE Act (Better Respiration through Expanding
Access to Tele-Health Act) (Congress, 2020) to establish a 3-year pilot program to
evaluate the benefit of respiratory therapists providing RT service via telehealth under the
Medicare program. The bill has bipartisan support by Rep Earl Carter (R-Ga), Rep TJ
Cox (D-Calif), Rep Mike Kelly (R-Pa) and Rep Mike Thompson (D-Calif) (RT, 2019).
II. “The CONNECT Act (Creating Opportunities Now for Necessary and Effective Care
Technologies – HR 4932 has 68 cosponsors, and the S.2741 - Creating Opportunities
Now for Necessary and Effective Care Technologies (CONNECT) for Health Act of
2019 that has 46 cosponsors” (Congress.gov, 2020) are the only bills that allow
Respiratory Therapists to provide telehealth services moving forward (AARC10, 2020).
Providing RT services via telehealth is a new patient care delivery model that is
going to be under the supervision of an RT supervisor that will help the RT profession
grow. The new laws will allow Respiratory Therapists the opportunity to work either
part-time or under contract in a physician’s offices and clinics (AARC10, 2020). All RT
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supervisors with or without experienced will have to be involved in the development of
the new Respiratory Therapy services program via telehealth. As a resource to implement
a new RT telehealth program an RT supervisor should be familiar with the professional
telehealth associations, such as:
III. American Telemedicine Association (ATA) Practice Guidelines, is information for
new telehealth programs (see Appendix N) (Ferguson, 2012) .
IV. American Health Information Management Association (AHIMA), that provides a
Telemedicine Toolkit handbook, that provides assistance to start, maintain and stay
compliant with a telehealth program (AHIMA, 2017).
4.10 RESPIRATORY THERAPY EQUIPMENT MANAGEMENT
At some point as an RT supervisor you are going to have to engage with the Chief of
Acquisition and Material Management to purchase RT equipment. You should make an attempt
to build a relationship with him or her before you actually need something. Find out what is your
allowable budget as soon as possible, so if you feel the budget is not enough to meet the needs of
the RT department, you can let your RT Medical Director know so he or she can support you
when you start to negotiate the matter through the hospital's administration. Beware, sometimes
other hospital services get everything they want at the expense of shortchanging other
departments, such as the RT department.
A first-time inexperience Respiratory Therapy supervisor will be required to negotiate
with vendors for capital and non-capital purchases. It takes hundreds of thousands of dollars to
run a Respiratory Therapy department annually, and some of that money is recommended for
approval by an RT supervisor. For this reason, it is important that an immediate on-demand
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emergent administrative training program like this one be provided for first-time inexperienced
RT supervisors.
A vendor is well trained on how to become your friend and that is not because he or she
wants to actually be your friend, it is part of the salesmen strategy to secure a purchase order, and
they will try to eliminate their competition by telling you. They are the only company you will
need for the type equipment they are selling, and this technique will stop you from establishing
relationships with other vendors that could be beneficial to the RT department and RT patients.
Consider buying the same product from more than one vendors if possible so they can compete
against each other to your advantage.
For instance, if you have 18 rooms in the Intensive Care Unit (ICU) some RT Chiefs will
say in the decision making process before the COVID19 crisis, "We don't need to buy 18
ventilators because we never have 18 ventilators running at one time," an RT supervisor should
always look to expect the unexpected and the COVID19 crisis is a perfect example of that.
Some RT Chiefs will say, "Lets buy 18 ventilators from the same company so we will always
have spare parts from one ventilator to another." When purchasing ventilators they all ventilate
and you have ventilator service contracts to deal with breakdowns, but there are some differences
in ventilator modes and features from one ventilator company to another that can benefit an RT
patient.
Therefore, if you are going to buy 18 ventilators for an 18 room ICU it is a good idea to
consider buying 50 percent (half) of them from one ventilator company and the other half from
another company, or buy the majority of ventilators from one company (e.g. 13 ventilators) and
the remaining five ventilators from another company so you can have a wider variety of
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ventilator features for better patient care, and still have some competition going between
ventilator vendors.
As a first time RT supervisor you will be at the crossroads to make many capitol
purchases for critical care RT equipment, and there are many factors about ventilator(s)s and
other RT medical equipment(s) that you will only find out by the experience you do not have as a
new first-time supervisor that can include, but is not limited to,
I. The breakdown rate of one ventilator over another, that can be determined by contacting
someone who has used or is using a certain ventilator.
II. Ease of getting replacement parts on a consistent basis.
III. Some ventilators have internal backup air-compressors without a built in backup
batteries power system, and you should ask about that issue question before the purchase
has been made.
IV. Ease of use for the RT staff,
V. What should you save money on versus what should you spend a little more money on to
get higher quality equipment(s) for the RT department?
VI. Do not make an RT purchase based on your friendship with a vendor.
VII. Find out what your staff thinks about a particular ventilator you are considering to buy because
they are the ones that are going to have to use it.

VIII. Remember the market share of the ventilator company or other RT equipment company
you are thinking about dealing with, does not necessarily mean they have the best or
worst ventilator or other RT equipment(s) on the markets, because there are many
factors that play into that and you should investigate those factors to make sure you are
making a good purchase.
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IX. There are many more issues to be considered, and as a first-time inexperience RT
supervisor you should research them.
Never take a vendor's word based on a future availability date to buy ventilators or any
other type of medical equipment if all the component(s) (parts) to operate that RT equipment
are not immediately available with the initial purchase. The vendor may tell you an
availability date for an RT equipment part that is sooner than the date that the part will
actually be available, and you could end up waiting for that RT equipment part for a much
longer time than what you would appreciate.
For example, back in 2002 at the San Francisco VA Medical Center when I was the
Assistant Chief of RT, the Chief of the RT department purchased 18 Ventilators for the 18
bed ICU, and I noticed at the last minute he did not buy the internal back up air-compressor
that goes with the ventilators, and his reasoning was because we could get compressed air
from the wall connection. I objected to that reasoning, and informed the RT Chief that we
live in an earthquake prone area and you never know when the bulk central medical gas lines
might become compromised, and we will need the backup air compressors that go with the
ventilators. I was then over-ruled by the RT department Chief, and I went to the RT Medical
Director and he over-ruled the RT Chief and the backup internal air-compressors were
purchased, then I found out that the internal backup air compressor were not available with
the delivery of the new ventilators, and the ventilator salesman gave us a very convincing
pitch that the internal backup air-compressors would be arriving soon.
Shortly, after that the RT Chief at the time resigned, and I was appointed as the interim
Chief of the RT department, the internal backup air-compressors did not arrive on the date
that the ventilator vendor gave us, and I had to deal with that ventilator vendor to get those
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internal backup air compressors as soon as possible, and that took longer then what we had
anticipated on agreement, and it took much longer than what I appreciated out of fear of
something catastrophic happening in the worst earthquake prone city in the United States.
Honestly, if the vendor had told me up-front how long I had to wait for those internal
backup air compressors I would have went with another ventilator company if I was the
deciding RT Chief on the purchase at the time. Another issue that caught me off guard was I
did not inquire if the emergency battery backup system on the ventilators worked with the
internal backup air compressors because I thought that was a standard feature on all
ventilators because I had seen built in battery backup systems that activated the internal air
compressor in older ventilator models. If I had known the built in backup battery power
system did not activate the internal air compressors before the ventilator purchase was made I
would have went to the RT Medical Director who was an Anesthesiologist and tried to stop
the purchase because San Francisco was an earthquake prone city. It was a lesson learned as
a rookie first-time RT supervisor that I am sharing, and if there was an immediate on-demand
emergent administrative training program like this one that predicament could have been
avoided.
There is far more a new first-time RT supervisor will need to know about purchasing
RT equipment(s), and I recommend a first-time inexperience RT supervisor conduct some
research with more experienced people in the RT profession on how to purchase RT
equipment before they actually need to make any purchases big or small.
4.11 CONFLICT RESOLUTION
From the AARC Leadership Institute, Leadership and Team Building course offered by
Cheryl A Hoerr, MBA, RRT, CPFT, FAARC (AARC8, 2020). Conflict can occur between two
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or more individuals who have disagreement (s) or opposing view(s) for a variety of reasons, that
can be minor or they can escalate into all-out warfare. Conflict is inevitable and will eventually
happen when two or more people work in the same area. However, conflict is not a bad thing
because it allows for differences of opinion and alternate approaches to be heard, and if conflict
is managed successfully it can lead to better ideas to solve problems. On the other hand, if
conflict is not dealt with in the correct manner it can have an adverse effect on the employee's
morale and self-esteem in the workplace. There are conflict resolution strategies to be consider,
such as:
I.

Accommodation strategy: This is used when a person on one side of the conflict gives
up to maintain a good relationship with the other person.

II.

Avoidance strategy: Used when both parties ignore the issue and the relationship
because it not considered important. However, the use of this strategy is because people
are uncomfortable with conflict and would like to see the issue just go away, but this
strategy only works for a limited period of time before a conflict festers and resentment,
and hostilities boil over.

III.

Competition strategy: This is a "win/lose" strategy where one person goes all out to
"win" the conflict. The winner is usually a highly assertive personality, when the
outcome is important to one or both parties, and one person or the other is willing to
sacrifice their relationship with each other over the conflict. However, you do not have to
be hostile or angry when using this strategy, you have to want to win at all cost.

IV.

Compromise strategy: Is a "lose/lose" strategy when neither party gets exactly what
they want, and is of medium importance for the outcome and the future relationship.
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This strategy is rarely used, and is used for circumstances, such as contract negotiations
and negative decisions for pay cuts or layoffs.
V.

Collaboration strategy: This is the preferred conflict resolution strategy because it leads
to a "win/win" situation and satisfies all parties. It is best use when multiple parties
integrate ideas. The disadvantage of this type of negotiation is the significant time
commitment needed that may not be available in all conflict situations. This strategy is
valued because the outcome and future relationships between the conflicting parties are
of critical importance, and the goal is for everyone to be satisfied with a win/win
outcome.

4.12 DISCIPLINARY ACTIONS
In the real world from firsthand experience the first thing you should ask yourself when
considering any type of disciplinary action is, “do you have an alternative option to deal with the
problem before you go through the contentious process of a disciplinary action?” Because if your
RT staff think that you only make your worth as a RT supervisor is when you are writing
someone up for a disciplinary action against them every chance you get, nobody is going to want
to work for you, or extend themselves for you when you may need them. There may be times
when you must take a disciplinary action and have no other choice. However, first-time RT
supervisors should know that upper management will think positively of them for being able to
manage problems or change the negative behavior of an employee without having to take a
disciplinary action within reason, even if you have the right to take a disciplinary action consider
how much allowable discretion you have over the matter and discussion that with your
immediate supervisor and your service chief and the employee relations specialist in human
resources before you make a recommendation for a disciplinary action.
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After ten years as the Chief of Respiratory Therapy, when I look back on all the
disciplinary actions I took over the years. There were a percentage of them that was not worth
the contentious disciplinary process I went through to handle the matter, considering I could
have used other options to get an employee to change their behavior without taking a disciplinary
action, but there were times as a first-time RT supervisor I was too nervous and afraid of losing
my job and naïve to use the discretion that was available to me, and nobody gave me that insight
with an on-demand emergent administrative training in advance as part of the hospital culture.
If you are constantly solving problems with disciplinary actions then you are not
thinking ahead of the game to prevent problems, and that is an indication of your inability to
manage problems. RT supervisors need to be able to manage a RT department without always
having problems that lead to a disciplinary action and knowing when to take a disciplinary action
is just as important as knowing when not too because, frontline clinical supervisors from one
section are being compared to other front line supervisors of other clinical sections in the
hospital, and if upper management notices that one department is constantly involved with
disciplinary actions and Union grievances the hospital administration will start to look at the
supervisors over that section, and every so often by that time a discussion to consider
replacement has already been started.
Handling a disciplinary action is one of the most difficult duties for a first-time RT
supervisor, and knowing when to choose a disciplinary battle is something that is not taught in a
clinical RT program, but rather it is a talent that is acquired over time with experience. A firsttime RT supervisor without prior experience should be given immediate on-demand emergent
administrative training to teach them how to choose a workplace battle wisely because every
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time an RT supervisor considers a disciplinary action, even if they have the right to do so, there
are always other options to be considered before you settle on an official disciplinary action.
Most first-time RT supervisors without prior experience are very nervous and are afraid
of losing their job and are reluctant to use discretion or may not be aware of the discretion they
have as an RT supervisor to handle problems, that would be used by a more experienced RT
supervisor. As part of an immediate emergent administrative training program management
should teach an inexperience first-time RT supervisors the tips on how to choose workplace
battles wisely when considering a disciplinary action, this involves as summarized (Suder, 2020):
I. Use discernment: There will be challenging issues and/or individuals in the workplace that
an RT supervisor has to deal with. However, an RT supervisor should take some time to
differentiate between the issues you truly need to pursue versus the issues you should
overlook and move on from.
II. Identify that "safe" person to which you can turn: A first-time RT supervisor should
find someone they have trust in, that they can vent and talk to determine what workplace
issues are worth pursuing, and which ones to just let go of.
III. Ask for guidance: When dealing with workplace conflict, go to a workplace manager that
you can trust, or someone in Human Resources who can advise you on the best way to
handle a problem with proper workplace etiquette.
IV. Agree to disagree: Even when you strongly feel you are right, if someone disagree with
you, it is rarely about right or wrong, but instead about a difference of opinion. Therefore,
agree to disagree and move on.
V. Take the high road: Always use tact and grace, and take the high road to handle
contentious issues with fellow coworkers. Don't speak negatively of other people in the
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workplace, and don't share information that is no one else's business. Treat people the same
way you would like to be treated because, it makes you look bad when you attempt to make
someone else look bad.
VI. Stand your ground: There will be times went it is absolutely necessary to stand your
ground and take the appropriate action. Whatever, course of action that is taken it is
important that workplace etiquette is always followed.
VII. Determine a plan of action: Once a determination has been made to deal with a workplace
issue, do not react or respond too fast. Take some time and figure out the best course of
action, and if it is an emotionally charged issue, then take 24 to 48 hours to cool off and
calm down before taking any type of action. Consider who is the best person to speak to on
the matter, and decide how you will approach that person. Think through those questions
and determine what outcome over the matter you would like to see.
VIII. Don't let concerns fester: Sometimes it is a good idea to avoid confrontation, but it is not
always the way to handle a situation. It is often better to take care of a problem sooner than
later, and if you decide not to confront the person involved with the issue, then you should
discuss the matter with someone you can vent with, to prevent things from become heated
with the person that is involved with the issue.
IX. Mind your own business: A first-time RT supervisor should be aware of the type of
conversations they might have in the workplace because, you never know when it might be
looked at as an attempt to get into someone else's personal business. There is no need to
concern yourself with someone else business unless it negatively affects your work, or the
workplace. RT supervisors should avoid conversations, that could lead toward to sharing
and receiving personal details about the staff they supervise in the workplace.
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X. Attempt to keep your focus on work and productivity: It takes a great deal of energy to
deal with and resolve conflicts, and that can affect productivity in the workplace, and cause
an RT supervisor to lose focus. As long as we are working with humans eventually there is
always going to be some type of conflict in the workplace, and it is best to deal with the
conflict sooner than later so you will not be consumed by the problem down the road. Seek
guidance on conflict if necessary. However, it is important to keep focus on the bigger
picture in the workplace, and use good judgement and etiquette to decide if it is necessary
to speak up on an issue, or let the issue go because it might not be worth the time and
energy to deal with it (Suder, 2020).
First-time RT supervisors are nervous when they initially accept a position, and they
should meet with the hospital's Human Resources Employee Relations specialist as soon as
possible after they accept the position to learn how to deal with conflict before an actual
confrontation occurs. So they will know how to handle a disciplinary action if necessary, or
avoid a disciplinary action that might not be necessary. This is also why it is important to meet
with the hospital's compliance officer who is responsible for making sure the hospital's Code of
Conduct is understood, that requires:
I.

That disciplinary standards are well-publicized and readily available to all hospital
personnel.

II. Disciplinary standards are enforced consistently across the entire organization.
III. Documented thoroughly each instance involving the enforcement of disciplinary

standards.
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IV. Require all employees, contractors, vendors are checked routinely against government

sanctions lists, including the OIG's List of Excluded Individuals/Entities, and the
General Services Administration's Excluded Parties Listing System.
V. It is important that first-time RT supervisors become familiar with the hospital
disciplinary regulations, and it is the role of the Human Resources to administer
discipline in accordance with the organization's “progressive” disciplinary action, or
major adverse action, or other corrective action will be taken, as an example I submitted
the Department of Veterans Affairs Employee/Management Relations VA Handbook
5021/15, Pg. I-A-3, Tables of Penalties for Title 5 and Title 38 for disciplinary actions
(VA, 2013) (See Appendix O).
VI. The Code of Conduct: This is a stand-alone document that all employees must receive,

read, and understand the standards (code) of conduct. Training should be provided
specific to the code of conduct. Employees should attest in writing that they have
received, read, and understand the standards of conduct on an annual basis. Employee
compliance with the standards of conduct must be enforced fairly and consistently
through appropriate discipline when necessary. Employees should understand that
noncompliance will bring about discipline; this should be stated in the code of conduct.
VII. Knowing when to pick a battle: This is a talent that usually is acquired over time, and

a first-time promoted RT supervisor must make an effort to develop this talent so their
chances to be successful are increased.
4.13 UNION INVOLVEMENT
A first-time RT supervisor position is an extremely difficult position to manage that
many have not been able to handle. This involves managing your RT staff, and people above
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and below you in management, human resources, the entire hospital administration, supervisors
and staff from other departments that interact with the RT department, vendors, family members,
outside agencies, and the Union. A first-time RT might get lucky and get an immediate
supervisor that is experience with managing people in a healthcare organization, or maybe not. In
that case nobody is going to prepare you for what you will need to know or advise on the best
way to handle issues from one extreme to another as they come up and how to interacting with
the Union, and as a previous first-time RT supervisor who went through the “school of hard
knocks” I am offering some real world information you should remember as follows:
I.

Meet with the Union President to establish a positive relationship before there is any
type of a Union grievance and let him know he or she can negotiate with you to
deescalate issues when possible.

II. It is very important that all first-time promoted RT supervisors, as soon as possible
should read and be familiar with the entire Union Collective Bargaining Agreement
(SHRM, 2020).
III. A new supervisor must realize they cannot stop or interfere with an RT employee from
going to the Union, and an employee does not have to tell you when they would like to
go to the Union. Therefore, by telling an employee that it would be appreciated if they
have a problem(s) to bring it to you as the RT supervisor first before bringing it to the
Union, that could be misconstrued as a warning or threat with an employees’ right to go
to the Union without intimidation, and if later you have a problem with an employee the
Union could make the suggestion of an allegation that an employee is being retaliated
against for not complying with your come to me first suggestion, and you might get hit
with a Union grievance for harassment.
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IV. Never hold a grudge or take anything personally when as a first-time RT supervisor you
get attacked by the Union that is part of the job.
V. It is also important to know that an inexperienced RT supervisor should be aware a
Union President may encourage an employee to lie on an RT supervisor, because even if
the Union fabricates an issue against an RT supervisor there are no consequences for that
against the Union.
VI. On the other hand, if an employee comes to you first before going to the Union to
resolve a problem, you should make every effort to resolve the problem if possible
without the Union involvement. A first-time RT supervisor has to make sure they do not
look like they only make their worth when they are writing someone up for a
disciplinary action.
VII. As a first-time RT supervisor don’t create snitches within the RT department to find out
what is going on in the Union or other places. If an employee attempts to come to you
in confidence with some privilege information that you should not know, “do not
entertain it.” Remember, employees that can’t be trusted by their own coworkers, you
can’t trust them either.
VIII. Never take an I-don't-care attitude toward the Union, because the Union President has
access to senior management in the C-suite, and the less your name is brought up the
better for you even if you are within your legal rights with an RT employee.
IX. Be very careful with the Union because the Union can cause you to lose support with
upper management if you get hit with too many grievances even if you are in the right.
Upper management will look down on you for not exploring all your options to resolve
problems in a win-win situation when possible without it resulting in a grievance.
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X. A new RT supervisor should keep two copies of all Union grievances, one goes in the
employee record and the other goes into a folder of all the complaints in chronological
order. So, if you need to see a prior union grievance for a variety of reasons you can
quickly assess it to investigate an issue without having to go through every personnel
record to find a Union grievance that you are looking for.
XI. As a first-time RT supervisor there is something you should know and that is every time
you get into a confrontation with the Union over an employee, your job is not the only
job that could be jeopardize. By standing firm with the Union over a disciplinary action
the Union representative will complain about you to your immediate supervisor and
more than likely that will be the RT Medical Director, unless the RT department is under
the nursing service then it will be a nursing supervisor, and then if the Union
representative does not get the satisfaction he or she is looking for, the Union
representative will then escalate the matter to the next level of respiratory therapy
management and more than likely that will be the service chief that the respiratory
therapy department is under, and if the Union representative does not prevail he or she
will bring the complaint to senior management in the C-suite and start attacking
everybody in the respiratory therapy line of authority, and if the Union is not successful
at that point they may just accept the decision that has been made about the matter or
take it out of the house.
The point I am trying to make is that even if you are legally in the right if enough
complains constantly make it to the C-Suite it will eventually indicate you don’t have
the ability the manage issues without constantly putting out fires and seeing them
evolve to a Union or other type of administrative grievance as result of your
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inexperience, and that is part of the strategy the Union will use against you to make life
as first-time RT as difficult as possible.
A first-time RT supervisor needs to know that their supervisors can also be
considered part of the problem by the C-suite senior management for not advising you
on how to handle contentious issues in a different manner when you are a first-time
inexperience RT supervisor. Based on what is going on after enough complaints have
made it to the C-suite the executives in the C-suite will start to question the RT
management above the RT supervisor about what is going on in the RT department. A
first-time RT supervisor needs to realize that people can get themselves out on a limb
over you, and at this point you may have strong support or your support can become
weaken. Once your supervisors see where they have some liability as a result of
supporting you as a first-time RT supervisor while you are learning by trial and error
on-the-job because they should have been advising you differently. They will either
help you to become a better supervisor or it will strain your relationship with your
immediate supervisors even though they thought they was doing the right thing by
supporting you. Every RT Chief and RT Medical Director that have done the job for a
long will tell you there were times when I wish I had handle things differently.
As a first-time RT supervisor this is the main reason why you need an immediate
on-demand emergent administrative training program because you must learn to
consider all the ramifications of your actions with regards to how they will affect other
people in the RT management line of authority and the other people that might be
involved because you really don’t who can trust. In view of the fact that your immediate
RT supervisor might not explain to you or advise you as a first-time RT supervisor the
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best way to deal with contentious issues because they just did not realize it was
necessary to so.
First-time RT supervisors need to realize that there are factors that include but are
not limited to that indicate how well their immediate supervisors will support them. The
first factor an RT supervisor should understand and that is managing people is not for
everybody and the RT Medical Director or nursing supervisor immediately over the RT
department and the service chief that is usually a pulmonary or anesthesiology doctor
have a lot to lose, and most of the time they don’t usually ask for the job and the service
chief over them will ask them or coaxed them to take to take the RT Medical Director
position when they was not hired for that, and he or she really does not want the job and
you can’t expect that type of immediate supervisor to advise a first-time RT supervisor
appropriately in order to develop into an effective RT supervisor.
On the other hand, the RT Medical Director may not have supervisor any type of
clinical staff before, and might have never been taught, in this case the first-time RT
supervisor and the RT Medical Director are both learning by trial-and-error on-the-job
and have a little or no supervisory experience. Then there is the case where the RT
Medical Director don’t manage staff as well as they should base on what they have been
taught and the amount of supervisory experience they might already have with people
because personnel management is not for everybody including doctors.
Some RT Medical Directors over a first-time RT supervisor get nervous when
they have to interact with senior management in the C-suite when it comes to
supporting a first-time RT supervisor, and you never really know how much you might
or might not get supported. There is just so much a first-time RT supervisor needs to
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consider before they bring a disciplinary issue to their immediate supervisor attention,
or make a recommendation for a disciplinary action. Therefore, a first-time RT
supervisor must consider all the ramifications when considering a disciplinary action to
the best of their ability.
XII. A first-time supervisor that has never been involved in a disciplinary action that could
progress up to a termination process is not going to be prepared to take an employee
through the contentious disciplinary process that is a responsibility of an RT supervisor
with the Union. The worst part of the termination experience is on the RT supervisor
because once it has been brought to your attention that one of your employee(s) has
committed an offense so bad they can be considered for termination you must as the
RT supervisor:
A. Inform the RT Medical Director or the appropriate nursing supervisor if the RT
department is under the nursing service and the Service Chief that the RT
department is under and make a recommendation for termination if you think a
termination is warranted, or just report the facts and stay neutral about the matter
because you will be told what to do.
B. Once your immediate supervise and the Service Chief agrees that a termination is
necessary the RT supervisor should contact the Employee Relations Specialist that
handles the RT department in Human Resources (HR).
C. Once HR has agreed with the RT department management to terminate the
employee the RT supervisor has to investigate the misconduct, and at that point the
RT supervisor must make arrangements to speak to the employee with Union
representation to investigate the matter. Subsequently, if the Union thinks you are
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wrong they will tell you and then the Union might start to attack you up the line of
authority to senior management in the hospital’s C-suite.
D. Once the RT supervisor has completed the investigation and wrote up a report the
Service Chief has to sign off on it, or the immediate supervisor over the RT
department if the Service Chief has given him or her that authority.
E. Then the RT supervisor has to take the documentation to HR for review, and HR
depending on the circumstances HR may have the request for termination reviewed
by the General Counsel office. It may not be necessary to consult with General
counsel if the employee is on a temporary appointment that will expire soon.
F. After the HR review and the termination is approved, HR will signed off on the
termination paperwork to serve the employee.
G. The next action is to make an appointment for Union representation in the Union
office with the employee, and inform the employee that he or she has been
terminated 14 days from the effective date of the termination paperwork.
The process is a very unpleasant experience, and based on how you handle the situation it
could damage your relationship with the Union and the rest of the RT staff. There are many
issues to consider with the termination process that I had to learn by trial and error, and it should
be the very last resort to deal with a problem employee, unless an offense is so severe or a
progressive pattern of misconduct warrants an immediate termination.
4.14 RT AND THE U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
New first-time RT supervisors should meet with the EEO officer as soon as possible to
become familiar with the EEOC complaint process (EEOC, 2020), and become aware of
Prohibited Employment Policies/Practices that states, "Under the laws enforced by EEOC, it is
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illegal to discriminate against someone (applicant or employee) because of that person's race,
color, religion, sex (including gender identity, sexual orientation, and pregnancy), national
origin, age (40 or older), disability or genetic information. It is also illegal to retaliate against a
person because he or she complained about discrimination, filed a charge of discrimination, or
participated in an employment discrimination investigation or lawsuit." (EEOC, 2020).
4.15 RESPIRATORY THERAPY STAFF RECRUITMENT
RT staffing is a critical issue and recruitment is an ongoing process that never stops and
unless a first-time RT supervisor takes over a brand new RT department as the case would be
from a just built hospital staffing for the RT department will already be in play. The first major
challenge to staffing an RT department that a first-time RT supervisor should be aware of is
having to recruit staff to the RT department. First-time RT supervisors should establish a
relationship with all the academic RT programs in their area to set up a clinical affiliation with
them. Before you start having RT students rotate in your RT department for clinical rotations you
should prepare your RT staff on how you expect them to interact with the RT students, because it
is very easy to lose an RT clinical affiliation from something you did not give a thought about
that an RT program Director might not like from a student compliant, and you should be aware
of how delicate the clinical relationship with an RT program to prevent that situation in order to
recruit RT students on clinical rotations before they graduate.
Beware of the RT programs politics in your area because some RT programs have
geographical territorial agreements with each other. Whereas certain RT programs will not send
their RT students for clinical rotation to hospitals in each other's area, and that will prevent you
from being able to receive RT students for clinical rotations from certain RT programs in an area
near you. However, you can get around that if you have a good relationship with the chairperson
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of the RT program(s) that is not sending students into your area, and convince him or her to pull
out of the territorial agreement to help you get RT staffing.
Even if you don't have a clinical affiliation with a certain RT program that is a little
further away outside of your area, it is a good idea to ask the chairperson of that RT program
could you come to the school and introduce yourself to the students, and pitch your RT
department to them, so they will submit their resumes to you when they graduate. Depending on
when you establish a clinical affiliation with an RT program it may not immediately solve a
staffing shortage if you have to wait some time for the next graduating class of RT students to
graduate.
In that case if you are critically short staffed you will work with your hospital recruitment
specialist in Human Resources to approve an advertising budget to post the availability of your
RT positions in the RT trade magazines, and depending on how bad you may need RT staff offer
recruitment bonuses to attract Respiratory Therapists from anywhere in the country, then you can
recruit through temporary RT travel contracts and from the local temporary RT staffing agencies
to immediately deal with your Respiratory Therapist staffing shortage. It is also important to
attend the local area job fairs to recruit Respiratory Therapists looking for work.
Next there is the issue of justifying the level of RT staff you may need to run your RT
department. As a first-time RT supervisor when you first take over an RT department I
recommend you conduct a time motion study as soon as possible. When justifying the RT
staffing levels the RT supervisor has to conduct a time motion study of each area that RT
services are provided for based on a 40 hour work week over the course of a year, or if you do
not conduct a time motion study over a year it should be done during peak census and low census
period of the year to ascertain the average workload in all assigned areas for RT services to
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justify a part-time or full-time staff. This done by having the Respiratory Therapist write down
every procedure they have completed on a form or spreadsheet, and then compare each
procedure entered to a time standard from the AARC Uniform Reporting Manual (AARC11,
2020) to determine how much time it took to complete a day’s work.
Once a time motion study has been calculated over the course of a 52 week year, then
you have to subtract vacation time, break times, lunch times, educational and training times,
allowable sick leave, and time off for any other expected reason, the remaining number of hours
is what it will take to justify a full-time or part-time employee to provide RT services to an
assigned area over a year, and the expected calculated time off hour is used to justify agency
staff to cover for Respiratory Therapist time off.
4.16 RESPIRATORY THERAPIST STAFF INTERVIEWING
As a first-time promoted Respiratory Therapy supervisor eventually you will have to
interview and hire RT staff for the first time, and the first thing you should be aware of is that
you must be absolutely fair in the interviewing process to avoid having a complaint filed against
you, that could eventually lead to a lawsuit.
RT programs routinely try to prepare their RT students for the interviewing process so
they will have some idea as to what to expect. Long time RT interviewers usually evaluate
Respiratory Therapists from their resumes, based on their appearance, the articulation of their
strengths and weaknesses and the reasons they would like the position they are applying for.
How well they can sell themselves, the impression they have made on social media, their benefit
to the organization going forward, and the questions asked by an applicant at the end of the
interview process, such as the potential for training and growth, RT protocol utilization, shift and
assignment practices, and the orientation process (AARC3, 2020).
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On the other hand, RT applicants can be evaluated in an interview based on a "Behavior
Fit" without clinical questioning that will find out what you have learned in life, and how you
will apply that knowledge to the job you are applying for. RT Student graduates only have a
basic understanding of how to practice RT when they graduate anyway, and they still have to be
taught clinical skills of the real world of RT later (AARCl, 2020). Behavioral fit interviewing
revolves around asking questions that will allow an RT interviewer to assess a candidate based
on their professional maturity, flexibility, life experiences, communication style, and conflict
resolution skills (AARCI, 2020). Applicants that would be a poor behavior fit can kill
department teamwork and morale, that is why it is important to select candidates that would be a
good behavioral fit.
There are some real world issues that have to be considered that a first-time promoted RT
supervisor is not going to be aware of, that I discovered over time. The manner in which the
interviews will be conducted depends on how bad an RT manager might need staff in general, or
when competing for staff in a high cost of living area, or how many applicants you might have at
any given time to interview. There can be a time when you have only one applicant and you are
so desperate for staff, that you have no other choice but to shorten the official interviewing
process and hire on a first come, first served basis if their background checks, urinalysis and
references are good.
There are several different options to have an effective interviewing process to select
good quality people, and that can be done solo by the Chief of RT, or with a panel of personnel
from the RT department, or a combination of RT staff members and staff from other services that
the RT service interacts with. However, you decide to conduct interviews it must be done in the
same manner, and fair to all applicants in a group that is competing for a position.
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4.17 RT WORK SCHEDULING AND ASSIGNMENT WORKLOADS
Most Union master agreements, such as with the Department of Veterans Affairs require that the
work schedules be posted two weeks in advance, or you can be subjected to a Union grievance,
and more than likely a first-time RT supervisor may need to make changes in the RT department
scheduling and assignments practices, that some of the RT staff in the department will not like,
and a first-time RT supervisor has to make sure that the shift scheduling and workload
assignments are administered in a fair and equal manner. Most Respiratory Therapist prefer to
work 12-hour shifts plus one 8-hour shift to complete an 80 hour pay period every two weeks.
However, on occasion an RT department will staff with 8 hour shifts.
One benefit of using 12 hour shifts is because it takes two full-time employees, and not
three employees to cover one assignment area (e.g. ICU Front) over a 24 hour period, and it is
possible with 12 hour shifts to give the RT staff three days off in-a-row, and grant Fridays off if
an RT has to work on Saturday and Sunday, and grant Saturday and Sunday off when they have
to work on a Friday. This means it may not be feasible to give everybody every weekend off, but
when they do have to work the weekend at least they are given Friday off, and that makes
working the weekends with 12 hour shifts as fair as possible. Next is an example of scheduling a
two week pay period using 12 hour shifts to cover one area, such as the front of the ICU.
ICU
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As a first-time RT supervisor I inherited a situation whereas I had certain Respiratory
Therapists that worked the same work assignment area every day, and one Respiratory Therapist
got a prior RT supervisor to allow her to work only on the weekends, which allowed the one RT
that complemented her on the night shift to have every weekend off, which was not fair to the
other Respiratory Therapists that had to rotate on weekends. In addition I had one other
Respiratory Therapist that was working on 8 hour shifts while all the other Respiratory
Therapists were working 12 hours shifts, and the prior RT supervisor went along with that to
keep the RT staff happy. There were several reasons why the scheduling practices agreed to by
the previous RT supervisor were not a good idea, such as:
I. It was not fair for one Respiratory Therapist to always have an easy assignment while
another Respiratory Therapist had a more demanding assignment every day.
II. RT staffing on the weekends is the most difficult, and when the Respiratory Therapist that
wanted to only work weekends started to call in sick frequently, that created a big staffing
problem on the weekends, and that practice was not fair to the other Respiratory
Therapists that wanted every weekend off too and it was not feasible. By rotating the
weekends with all the RT staff it greatly reduced the difficulty to staff on the weekends.
III. Respiratory Therapists have different levels of skills, and by rotating all assignment the
strong and weak talents of the Respiratory Therapists will be spread evenly throughout
the patient population. This will allow an RT supervisor to assess the Respiratory
Therapist's talent in the department, and if there are any RT skill deficiencies when they
rotate assignments, training can be provided to improve the Respiratory Therapist’s
competency levels in the RT department.
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IV. Once you allow a Respiratory Therapist to work the same assignment every day the
chances are increased for a Respiratory Therapist with a drug addiction problem to steal
narcotics. I know this from a personal experience when as a new first-time Chief of RT
I started rotating work area assignments every day, and it took one RT with a drug
problem out of his comfort zone, and that led him to taking a bigger risk to steal
narcotics and that caused him to be caught and terminated.
V.

It is never a good idea to allow one person to work only eight hour shifts while
everybody else in the department worked 12 hour shifts because, every day when that
Respiratory Therapist on an eight hour shifts gets off work, another 12 hour shift
Respiratory Therapists has to pick up the workload of that Respiratory Therapist on
eight hour shifts when he or she gets off duty.

VI. Even though I needed to make scheduling and assignment changes, when I attempted
to do so I got slapped with a Union grievance because, I was required by Union
agreement to go through the Union in order to make personnel changes that were
contrary to past practices for a long time. That is one reason why it is very important
for a first-time promoted RT supervisor to read the Union Master Agreement before
they attempt to make changes that will affect Union personnel.
4.18 ANNUAL RESPIRATORY THERAPY STAFF APPRAISAL EVALUATIONS
In this section I will discuss the evaluation process in general by using the Office of
Personnel Management's (OPM) regulation for measuring employee performance as an example
(OPM, 2017). First-time RT supervisors that have to do a performance evaluation for the first
time should read their healthcare organization's regulation on performance evaluation appraisals
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before they attempt to administer one for the first time to prevent a grievance and/or bad feelings
in the department.
As a new RT supervisor eventually you are going to have to do your first RT department
annual performance appraisal evaluations, and this will be an awkward experience until you have
done it a few times and gain some experience at doing it. In all cases a first-time promoted
supervisor(s) should ask themselves; "Do I want to treat the employees in the evaluation process
the same way I was treated?" There is a chance that when you was evaluated by one of your prior
RT supervisors you may have felt you were not treated fairly, and if that is the case you should
learn from it so you will not make the same mistake with your RT staff.
Another very important point that a first-time RT supervisors should realize is that, they
should do some direct patient care on a consistent basis because, eventually as the RT supervisor
you are going to have to cover for your RT staff periodically and do direct RT patient care, and if
you only do administrative work over time you will lose your RT clinical skills, and the RT staff
will notice it because you will start to make mistakes and ask for help over RT issues that was
second nature to you when you was practicing RT every day. Then it is going to be difficult to
evaluate a respiratory therapist for the RT work they have done when you as the RT supervisor
with the same license cannot function up to an expected level of competency that you are rating
them for. This is why the Chief of Anesthesiology or Surgery still do patient cases so in case
they may need to cover for one of their doctors they still can do so.
Administering a performance evaluation can be a contentious event and that is not the
time to criticize an employee, but that is the time to express some appreciation for the work they
have done, and celebrate an employee's accomplishments over the evaluation period, and then
make some suggestion(s) for improvement if needed (AARC7, 2020). From the American
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Association for Respiratory Care (AARC7, 2020) performance evaluations should be centered
around behaviors rather than attitudes because the latter simply can't be measured.
Traits that needs to be considered when evaluating a Respiratory Therapist can include,
but not limited to the ability to work with a team, function with less than normal supervision,
provide quality work, maintain good attendance, display a positive behavior, demonstrate good
communication and interpersonal skills, ensure safety, and have a trustworthy relationship with
your coworkers, in the workplace. Serve with compassion not with just patients and families, but
with Respiratory Therapists and other hospital staff members. Being honest enough to admit and
learn from mistakes (AARC7, 2020).
4.19 HOW RERSPIRATORY THERAPY SUPERVISORS ARE EVALUATED
First-line clinical supervisors are the least experienced tier of supervisors in a healthcare
organization, and from the enter for Creative Leadership the most critical frontline leadership
skills are (CCL, 2021)
I.

Self-awareness: Managers who are mindful of their strengths, weaknesses, and training
needs are better prepared to make operational decisions and interact effectively with
others who have different personalities.

II. Learning agility: Learning from mistakes and seeking out different points of view to
apply to new challenges, and taking what you have learned to adapt to the environment
allows managers to quickly identify, examine, and address new problems.
III. Communication skills: RT supervisors are frontline supervisors that must consistently
communicate with people in all levels of employment and involvement with a healthcare
organization this includes, but not limited to superiors, pers, team members, family
members, vendors, and others.
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IV. Political savvy: It is essential that first-time RT supervisors start learning their
environment as soon as possible, and learn to relate well with people to develop strong
working relationships with other managers and superiors to achieve goals is a key
competency for frontline supervisors.
V. Motivating others: First-time RT supervisor supervise Respiratory Therapists to do
work that they are also licensed to do also, and a successful RT supervisor had to be
ready to lead by example and do extra work at any time to inspire commitment from the
RT staff. The ability to motivate other is an essential skill to be a successful frontline
supervisor.
VI. Influencing outcomes: Effective managers are able to influence staff to function at their
fullest potential with less than normal supervision to achieve positive outcomes based on
the circumstances.
First-time RT supervisors should have knowledge of how they going to be rated by the
healthcare organization they work for. Most competencies and performance appraisals for
clinical frontline supervisors from healthcare organization to another are comparatively similar
and may vary based on a unique need in a healthcare organization. There are National Frontline
Supervisor Competencies standard written by the University of Minnesota (Sedlezky, 2013), that
can be used to tailor frontline supervisor performance competencies and evaluation appraisals
based on the specific needs of a healthcare organization. The University of Minnesota National
Frontline Supervisor Competencies are nationally recognized, and as quoted, “the NYS Talent
Development Consortium has adopted and adapted the University of Minnesota’s “Frontline
Supervisor Core Competency Set” with permission” (RCWT, 2017). The National Frontline
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Supervisor Competencies from the University of Minnesota consist of 120 competencies in 11
sections that are quoted as follows (Sedlezky, 2013),
I.

“Direct support; eight competencies.

II. Health, wellness, and safety; 16 competencies.
III. Participant support plan development, monitoring and assessment; nine competencies.
IV. Facilitating community inclusion across the lifespan; 16 competencies
V. Promoting professional relations and teamwork; 11 competencies
VI. Staff recruitment, selection, and hiring; nine competencies.
VII. Staff supervision, training, and development; 13 competencies.
VIII. Service management and quality assurance; 15 competencies.
IX. Advocacy and public relations; 10 competencies.
X. Leadership, professionalism and self-development; eight competencies.
XI. Cultural awareness and responsiveness; five competencies.”
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION
5.1 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
It is impossible to teach a first-time RT supervisor with little or no prior supervisory
experience everything they may need to know in this on-demand emergent administrative
training program, and there are other leadership strategies to be considered to achieve the
objectives in this dissertation project. However, this program has been designed to teach firsttime RT supervisors a thought process and provide training to deal with RT supervisor’s duties
as they gain supervisory experience, that will help them make the best possible decisions on RT
issues as they become proficient with the administrative skills required of RT supervisors and
transition into RT management as smoothly as possible to run an RT department.
The administrative duties required of a first-time RT supervisor covered in this
dissertation project are not taught as part of a clinical RT college program, and I have never seen
an on-demand emergent administrative training program like the one I have developed, and the
there was no program like this in the American Association for Respiratory Care data base. The
evaluation of the effectiveness of this program has to be determined in the future. However, if
you look at the balance approach I used with the interaction that has to be made with the
different people in the process of managing an RT department there is a great deal of information
to be assume that will result as of this emergent administrative training program. The AARC has
seen merit in this administrative training program and has expressed an interest in making this
dissertation project part of the AARC educational portfolio. Over time first-time RT supervisors
with the guidance of this emergent administrative training program will result in better
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collaboration and relationships between the disciplines within the healthcare organization. The
RT supervisor will be much more relaxed and confident in the way he or she will approach
problems, and that will reduce complaints and grievances. Consequently, there will be an
improvement in patient satisfaction and the RT department morale will improve because this
emergent administrative training program encourages buy-in from all the RT staff.
5.2 LIMITATIONS
There are limitations to this on-demand Emergent Administrative Training program
because there are situations where it is absolutely necessary for a healthcare organization to hire
an experienced RT supervisor. For instance, I would not implement this program in a rural
hospital where Respiratory Therapists have increased responsibilities compared to urban and
teaching hospitals. In rural hospitals Respiratory Therapists intubate and function with far less
supervision than what they would receive in urban and/or in teaching hospitals, and depending
on how inexperienced a Respiratory Therapist is when he or she might apply for a RT supervisor
position in a rural hospital, it would not be ideal to teach someone what they don’t know as a
Respiratory Therapist and then teach them what they need to know to be an RT supervisor.
Based on the working environment of certain hospitals it would not be wise to hire a
Chief of RT without prior supervisory experience. Many hospitals have a very high turnover rate
for RT department managers, and that could be because of the way the RT Staff, the union, upper
management, other clinical and administrative departments interact with an RT supervisor, and
unless there was a supportive environment I would not implement this training program.
This administrative training program does not guarantee a first-time RT supervisor will
be successful because there are many other factors that play into the ability to manage an RT
department successfully, that stems from being born with the innate ability to lead a RT
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department and/or the ability to be taught how to lead a RT department (Boerman, 2017), and
after you have taken that into consideration leadership skills are innate or you can be taught
leadership you can still fail, and failure can ultimately make you a better RT leader (Llopis,
2012) when you learn from it, or better yet learn from others mistakes to avoid them. I say that
because over the course of 24 years in VA hospitals I have seen hospital directors get removed,
doctors terminated and other people in high level position with years of experience and
management education still fail in a position from incompetence.
5.3 FUTURE RESEARCH
There will be future research on this dissertation topic because currently the
administrative duties required of an RT supervisor are learned on-the-job as an inexperience RT
supervisor gains experience, and are not taught in detail as part of an academic clinical
Respiratory Therapy college program. Respiratory Therapy as a profession is growing very fast.
Back in 1995 there were around 20 baccalaureate programs and no Master’s degree programs.
Now as of 2019 there are 70 Bachelor RT programs and five Master’s degree programs. The
Immediate Emergent Administrative Training program I have created is going to be the next
expansion of RT management education in RT education programs.
There will be research done to build on this dissertation project using qualitative research
methods that include case studies, empirical research, observational method, one-on-one
interviews, focus groups, and text analysis (QuestionPro, 2020). It is only a matter of time before
there is a Respiratory Therapy program on the Doctorate level that will give Respiratory
Therapists the same autonomy that is enjoyed by Nurses and Physical Therapists.
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5.4 CONCLUSION
In summary, there is definitely a need for an immediate on-demand emergent
administrative training program for first-time respiratory therapy supervisors, that are required to
supervise respiratory therapists and ensure they do not harm, or cause the death of a patient in a
hospital. The administrative duties of an RT supervisor are not taught as part of a clinical RT
education program and are learned by trial and error on-the-job. The lack of education in this
area has cause a training gap for students leaving an RT educational program that does not
prepare them to be supervisors in their own RT profession, and this dissertation project is a first
attempt to provide training to exclusively address that issue with first-time RT supervisors with
little or no prior supervisory experience.
This program can also provide Students and Respiratory Therapists interested in RT
management with a real-world perspective on what to expect as a first-time RT supervisor so
they can transition into RT management as smoothly as possible. Another important issue that
first-time RT supervisor should consider and that is the fact they are not entitled to be RT
supervisor and you don’t know who you can trust in an RT supervisor’s position. It is very rare
does an RT supervisor last 20 to 30 years in the same position, it does happen but it is rare, and
beware that it very easy to lose an RT supervisor position. Therefore, from the very beginning of
accepting an RT supervisor position continue your education so if you have to leave an RT
supervisor position you will have strengthen your resume to find another RT supervisors position
or a job somewhere else.
Furthermore, this On-demand emergent administrative training program can also be used
as a model for the training or other first-time allied clinical frontline supervisors with little or no
prior supervisory experience.
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Appendix A
Respiratory Care Programs and Satellites by Degree for 2013 through 2019

Table 2 – RC Programs and Satellites by Degree for 2013 through 2019
as of
as of
as of
as of
as of
12/31/1 as of
12/31/
as of 12/31/1
12/31/1 12/31/1
3
15
12/31/16
7
12/31/14
8
9
(N=441 (N=438) (N=42 (N=428) (N=443
(N=430) (N=420)
)
7)
)
Associate of Science
(AS)

215

196

172

153

136

122

113

Associate of Applied
Science (AAS)

161

174

186

198

227

228

226

Associate of
Specialized
Technology (AST)

3

2

2

3

4

4

4

Associate of
Occupational
Studies (AOS)

2

2

2

3

3

2

2

Bachelor of Science
(BS)

57

60

60

64

65

66

67

Bachelor of Applied
Science (BAS)

0

1

1

1

2

2

3

Master of Science (MS)

3

3

4

6

6

6

5
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Appendix B
National Board for Respiratory Care 2019 Credentials Awarded
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Appendix C
Certified and Registered Respiratory Therapist Qualification Standards
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Appendix D
MUSC Quality Improvement / Program Evaluation Self-Certification Tool
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Appendix E
Letter Indicating that this Quality Improvement Project is not subject to IRB review
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Appendix F
Contact Email example to Guide Interviews contacts
From: Irving Spivey <irvingspivey@hotmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, December 13, 2020 1:32 AM
To: Daniel, Brian <danielb@smccd.edu>
Subject: [EXTERNAL]Irving T Spivey Dissertation Project
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

To: Brian Daniels, RRT, Director of Clinical Education
Skyline College, Respiratory Therapy Program.
From: Irving T Spivey, MJ, BSRT
Doctoral Candidate, MUSC
Hello Brian,
I am in the process of completing my dissertation for a Doctor of Health Administration
Program and the topic of my dissertation is,
IMMEDIATE EMERGENT ADMINISTRATIVE TRAINING PROGRAM
FOR FIRST-TIME RESPIRATORY THERAPY SUPERVISORS
WITH LITTLE OR PRIOR SUPERVISORY EXPERIENCE
The program curriculum consists of 21 sections that follows below:
1. Mistakes New Managers Make, 2. Creative Thinking, 3. Deductive and Inductive
Reasoning, 4. Organizational Culture, 5. Meet with the Hospital Compliance Officer,
6. Hospital Compliance program, 7. Making a Risk Assessment, 8. Respiratory Therapy
Disaster Preparation, 9. The Joint Commission, 10. Information System for Respiratory
Therapy, 11. Respiratory Therapy Acquisition Material Management, 12. Respiratory Therapy
with Telehealth, 13. Conflict Resolution, 14. Disciplinary Actions, 15. Union
Involvement, 16. U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, 17. Respiratory Therapy
(Staffing) Recruitment, 18. Respiratory Therapist Staff Interviewing, 19. Respiratory Therapy
Work Scheduling and Assignment Workloads, 20. Annual Respiratory Therapy Performance
Appraisal Evaluations, 21. Evaluation of Emergent Administrative Training Program
Effectiveness.
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1. As the Director of Clinical Education for the Skyline College Respiratory Therapy
program and I would like to ask you based on our guided interview conversation
involving my dissertation to grant me the permission to allow me to include you as
one of my Respiratory Therapy profession professional contacts in my dissertation.
2. Please let me know if you feel my dissertation topic is a good idea, and if I have
overlooked a topic that I should cover.
3. Please indicate if you have previously seen an administrative training program that
can be given immediately in a PowerPoint presentation to the extent, I have
developed for an Immediate Emergent Administrative Training Program for Firsttime RT Supervisors without prior supervisory experience.
4. Please let me know if you see any value for this Emergent Administrative Training
program for the Skyline Respiratory Therapy program.
Irving
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Appendix G
Brian Daniels response to Guided Interview

Daniel, Brian <danielb@smccd.edu>
Mon 12/14/2020 1:46 AM
To: You

Hello Mr. Spivey and thank you for including me in this important dissertation project. In my 35 years as
respiratory care practitioner I realize the persistent lack of succession planning to respiratory care
leadership and education. I believe your project could certainly fill this void.
I would like to learn more on how your project might be adapted specifically for aspiring educators in
the field of respiratory care as there is currently nothing I have encountered that supports onboarding of
tenure track respiratory care educators (nor clinical supervisory staff).
Let me know if you are looking to pilot this program in specific communities of respiratory care as we
might be interested in Northern California’s Bay Area.
Best regards.
Brian M. Daniel RRT, RCP
Director, Clinical Education
Respiratory Care Program
Skyline College
3300 College Drive
San Bruno, CA 94066
Office: 650-738-4180 Fax: 650-738-4299
www.SkylineCollege.edu
danielb@smccd.edu
Skyline College Mission: “To empower and transform a global community of learners.”
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Appendix H
Shawna Strickland response to Guided Interview

To Whom it May Concern,
I would like to submit as part of this project proposal that the American Association of Respirato
ry (AARC) has expressed an interest in my dissertation project, and I am submitting the below e
mail to confirm that.
Shawna Strickland <shawna.strickland@AARC.ORG>
Mon 11/23/2020 10:02 AM
To: You

Hi Irving

Thank you for your patience. Yes, you may use me as one of your professional contacts for your
dissertation.
As we previously discussed, the AARC currently provides the Leadership Institute and is currently
working on the Advanced Leadership Institute, which is similar in nature to your proposal. However,
after your dissertation is completed, we can definitely talk about how this content may benefit AARC
members and the AARC educational portfolio.

Shawna Strickland, PhD, CAE, RRT, RRT-NPS, RRT-ACCS, AE-C,
FAARC
Associate Executive Director
9425 N. MacArthur Blvd., Suite 100, Irving, TX 75063
Phone: 972-243-2272
(Pronouns: she/her)
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Appendix I
Eugene Benjamin response to Guided Interview
Eugene Benjamin <eubenjam@montefiore.org>
Fri 12/18/2020 3:17 PM
To: You

Hello Irving
I have worked 40 in the RT profession with 25 plus year as a Respiratory Therapy manager,
and I have been a Professor of Respiratory Therapy for New York University and Long Island
University RT program for 20 years combined. I agree with you that the Administrative Duties
of a Respiratory Therapy manager are not taught as part of an academic clinical Respiratory
Therapy educational program, and I have never seen and immediate administrative training
program to the extent that you have designed for first-time Respiratory Therapy Managers.
I also agree that the administrative skills of an RT manager's duties are learned over time by
trial and error on-the-job after a first-time RT manager has accepted an appointment. I think
your dissertation project is well overdue and is a good idea, and a presentation of this dissertation
project in a PowerPoint presentation would be an assess to the RT profession and RT educational
programs. I don't see anything else I would add to your dissertation project.
Ben

Eugene “Ben” Benjamin, BSRT
Director of Cardiopulmonary Care Services

Montefiore – New Rochelle, Mount Vernon, Schaffer Extended Care Center
16 Guion Place
New Rochelle, NY 10801
Office: (914) 365-3905
Cell: (914) 281-0717
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Appendix J
Rosemary Williams response to Guided Interview
Rosemary Williams <rtrosey@gmail.com>
Fri 12/18/2020 2:36 AM
To: You

Hello Irving,

I have been in the Respiratory Therapy profession for 35 years of
which 20 of those years were as a Respiratory Therapy Leader. I have
also been a past Professor of Respiratory Therapy for the Kaplan
College Respiratory Therapy program for 10 years. You are correct, the
official administrative duties of a Respiratory Therapy manager are
not taught as part of a clinical Respiratory Therapy program, and I
have never seen an administrative training program like you have
designed for first-time Respiratory Therapy supervisors. I consider
your Dissertation project a good idea and I think it would also be a
good program for recently hired RT supervisors within their first to
four years of experience, that has never benefited from an
administrative training program like you have developed.

It is true that the administrative duties of an RT supervisor are
learned on-the-job and I think it is time that the RT profession
integrate your dissertation topic in all Respiratory Therapy programs
with a PowerPoint presentation. I don't see anything else I would add
to your dissertation project.
Thank you for including me and Good Luck to you
Rosemary
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Appendix K
Dr James Knight response to Guided Interview

Knight, James <James.Knight@nychhc.org>
Wed 10/21/2020 4:59 AM
To: You

Good Morning Irving,
After reviewing your statement of purpose I believe that you have selected a good topic for your
dissertation. This is an area that is needed in health care today. It embarks on a new paradigm that is
important particularly for individuals seeking a career in management. It takes “Train The Trainer” to a
new level and should be added to every professional curriculum as well as every new orientation
package in the job market today. I completely support your theory and proposal and look forward to
seeing the completed work.
James A. Knight PhD RRT
Director, Respiratory Care\Nursing
Woodhull Medical and Mental Health Center
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Appendix L
Patient Protection Affordable Care Act
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Appendix M
Comprehensive Respiratory Therapy Template
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Appendix N
American Telemedicine Association Practice Guidelines

Retrieved from: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK207144/
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Appendix O
Table for the progressive penalties for Title 5 and Title 38 VA Employees
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